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snot-t1 THE EBIITCQR

- PROGRESS isn’t everything. For instance, smoke signals never got a lied Indian.
outofbed in themiddle ofthe night to answerawrong number.

It’s funny how each issue repeats a story, even though the end result is different. I start
collating and typing the articles as soon as the previous issue comes form the printers
and all goes well until the issue is 59 per cent complete. Great! Two more months to
go and half of the mag is already written. Then other things take over and poor old
“405" is forgotten about. About four weeks before publication a veritable flood of
articles and advertisements arrive and a grand rush ensues to put the magazine to bed
on time. Several ads always arrive too late {sorry - please send them in sooner!) and
a few articles are held over till the next issue.

1W'ell, as you know, the magazine is usually late and this time I am making a
supreme effort to get the mag back on schedule again. That means it will be the last
one before Christmas and it's also the time I have to remind you to renew.

For me - and foryou - this is very important. Because the magazine is run on a
not-for-profit basis, l print only as many copies as I anticipate I can sell. if you are
printing, say, Lass copies the run-on cost for an extra 10!} is minimal, but at the small
quantities we have, the cost is strictly pro-rata'The current print run is 2flfl copies, with
l8!) subscriptionsrThe spares are used for publicity and promotional purposes, such as
samples sent out to prospective subscribers. Frankly, it is not economic to print dozens
of spares, which is alSo why some back numbers are now out of print.

_ Fortunately, a_ high proportion of you do renew, which is gratifying, but some
renewals don’t come in until February or March. This reaIly is cutting it this! It'salso a
bore because i have type in your details on the mailing list again because they will
have been deleted by then. i cannot plan ahead on the assumption that you may not
renew until then, so please pay up now! {That’s putting it bluntly!) 0n l s t  January your
details will be “purged" from the labels tile!!!

1Il'ou how exactly what you’ll be getting, so there’s no risk element involved. Uh
‘ yes, the price has gone up - what a swindle! Not really, postal and raw paper costs

have increased. I personally think it is fabulous value for money: after all, you probably
buy other magazines at prices around 51.?5 to £2. a copy and they contain barely a
fraction of the amount of undiluted TU information and nostalgia, but then i must
admit i am blessed. ' '

111e new subscription rates will be 512 inland, £13 [or $25 air mail) overseas. As
a bonus, we have a competition this time: the lucky winner will have his o r  her
subscription renewed an  extra year a t  no charge! So  check  ou t  ou r  "Twenty
Questions", won't you? ‘ -
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Finally, once again l’d like to thank all our contributors sincerely for all their
efforts. Without them, this magazine could not exist. And wiflrout you, the subscribers
it could not exist either. So let’s keep it goingt

Andy din-memoir

RENEW”! Check your address label on the antelope.

Unless your address label has 92 or the letter C after your name, it is time to renew
your subscription. Please do this promptly and remember to put your name and
address with your renewal payment. Simpler still, send back the complete envelope
with your address label on it:  pin your cheque or whatever to the envelope and you
don't even have to write a letter. But please do it now! If you are not renewing, send us
an abusive postcard and tell us why!

VOLUME 1 REPRINT

issues 1 to 4 will be reprinted as a single issue this winter. The format will be the same
as the issue you are reading now but otherwise will be more or less as the  magazines
were printed then. There were many interesting articles in this first volume and this
will be a good opportunity to have them all together in the newer, handy—sized format.
The more glaring mistakes will be corrected and new knowledge added  where
possible. Small advertisements will be omitted, as they are not really relevant now. If
there is an odd ntunber of pages, some old advertisements and pictures will be added
to make up the material.

The all—in price {post free} will be 55. There will be onlyr one printing, of as many
copies are ordered by 151 December. There has to be a cut—off date sometime, so
orders received after this date will not be accepted - sorry! Please include your order
with your subscription renewal and write reprint clearly on your note. The publication
will be posted as soon as it is received from our printers in Nottingham.

- LETTERS, WE GET LETTERS

From David Haynes, moisten:

I think a subject for 405 Alive might be
'Transistors in 405 Receivers". Readers will
be familiar with the Perdio Portorama of
1963 and the dual standard Phiips Wette of
l96ti, however,two British manufacturers
produced ail—transistor sets in [960 .  One
was the Pye l 4 "  TTI  , t he  o ther  the
Ferguson 3"" F43T. .

Information on these sets appears in

4 '35  hLI‘il'E I s sue  12

the [961.32 Newnes Radio_& TV Servicing
books. Although He no experience of the
T43T, l wasonce asked to repair a Pye Tl'l
back in the late sixties; the tube was low
emission so the owner dumped it!

3L5 Transformers of Stanley, Co.
Durham have completed the rewinding of
the mains transformers I gave them. i have
fitted the re-wound EHT transformer into
the Marconi T02 power supplyr unit .  The
other transformer is the power transformer
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from my Pye TV-radio—gram combo; the W
section is similar to the receiver which
Andrew Redding wrote about in a previous
issue of 405 Alive.

it is worth noting the name of this firm, as not
many companies are prepared to do this kind
of work nowadays.

From Keith Hamer, 'I Epping Close,
Derby, DE3 4H3:

Following on f rom one of your recent
correspondents regarding old BBC test card
music being used on RTE—2, I have recently
listened to a lot of RTE-2 teletext ml: [the
test card is not radiated as frequently as it
used to be]. Although there a few pieces of
music used bearing the same titles, the
versions used wi th  BBC trade test
transmissions in the sixties had more "zest".
However, I haven't been able to listen to ail
the RTE—2 music and so there could be
some pieces which are indeed identical to
moseusedintl'IepastbymeBBC.

1‘al'lullould anyone care to contact me if
they have any examples of graphic design
(ident captionslsymbols, clock captions, test
cards, etc.) radiated in the UK prior to
I91“)? in particular any photographs or
videos showing BBC material from the 305,
4H5 or 595. I would like to feature examples
of early design work  for  my- quarterly
magaxine TV Graphics Review, which is
produced for enthusiasts of trade test
transmissions and on-screen identification
symbols. —

Finally, does anyone have any
memorie5 regardiigthe servicing of an early
English Electric proiection television system?
Someone at work has asked me to make
enquiries via 405 Alive. The receiver used a
rounded tube approx. 4" across and the
output was reflected onto a screen via a
magnifying lens system to produce a screen
size of around l9". The final anode voltage
was somewhat on the lethal side at around
25kV! These projection televisions were
introduced by English Electric during the
early to mid—fifties.
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From Alastairjones. Shrewsbury:

Alastair has sent in a huge list ofstafl'for sale
in Market Place. He adds

When you've had things for so many years
and still not got round to doing what you
intended with them, as l have, it's time to
give someone else a chance! Hopefully it will
give me more room to do the other things
l'm working on. Keep up the good work:
4415 coming through the Ietterbox is the high
spot of the season.

Thanks for the kind words and the
thoughq‘iJlness to let other folk get their hands
on some interesting old apparatus.

From john Waltely, Colliers 1Wood:

TheKLbaPortacolorfpafis, issue i|]was
imported and rented by Granada TV Rental
in 1968 {very unreliable model!). The l 3"
screen modei was called a "Colorette". With
regard to the NW tube code, 1 took it to
mean Magnetic focus, White screen.

Thanks john and to all others who answered
the callfiir info on CRT coda. Apparently this
system is (was?) the old version of the pro-
electron scheme. Data kindly supplied by Geoff
Arnold of Radio Bygones and other readers
is reproduced starting page 46 of this issue-

From Brian Renforth, Newcastie upon
Tyne:

On the strength of Steve james’s review I
rushed out and purchased the "Adam
Adamant Lives" video despite having
(admittedly) not having heard of the
programme before. Well - it's brilliant!!! I I
out o f  I I !  for this complete video
presentation {perhaps someone at the Beeb
has been takinginotice of comments re
editing, etcfll} and let's hope for more.

Did you see the I959 documentary
"A Soho Story“II on BBC1 recently? From a
35mm print the quality was superb and
oouldhavebemn'ladeyesterdayjtwastl'uat
good! Especially on a black and white set.
Pity that BBC} omitted the ident on the
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intro to the Granada programme on
Quentin Crisp that followed. The Granada

' internationai caption at the end was
interesting - never seen that before
1i'es, i too recorded "A Soho Story" and Quentin
Crisp. [The music at the end of the latter was
very famiiiar but i couidn't remember which
programme it introduced! i 've been put out Isf
my misery since. and it was “Worid In Action" j
The Granada internationai caption goes on the
end of aii aid programmes when they are
dressed up for re-issue. The biw feature on
The Doors shown recentiy on Channei Four
and being sold cheap on sell-through for £53?
aiso has it at the end.

From Tony Feli. Kingston upon Thames:

l have sent some info on CRT nomendature
[included'In this issue}; the information was
copied from the Mullard data handbook
196? and the l9?2-3 Mazda Data Booklet.
Looking back. it's funny to think how non-
conformist Thorn were before the mid ‘ifis.

As usual many thanks for another
great issue; i was so engrossed in reading it.
it was only then i heard about the events in
the USSR!

lIZZ'u'Ine of my favourite sections is
Malcolm Burreil's Teietaik. it is good to read
of someone who bad service experience.
Although by the time i started in the trade
{19?6} single standard colour was the order
of the day. one did occasionally see single
standard 4'35 sets; most of the owners were
older and were quite happy with them. One
thing seidom mentioned is the 405 scan
being slower often gave a brighter glow to
the phosphor. The one thing that did
degrade the 4G5 system was that many sets
had rather poor interlace on that standard,
i.e. looking closeiy at the screen lines
appeared to be "paired": I'm sure some
better models overcame this.

One design feature of the pre-war
sets isthat they often had multi-band radios;
however, some 505 and so:  sets had FM
radio. To give two examples: a i960 Uitra
had H, L. and T {Home Light Third} on the
turret tuner;in these positions the timebases

405  ALIVE Issue 12

were switched off. in a l965 dual-standard
BBC model, again the turret had positions
for the three FM networks. again the
timebBSes were off but the 625 sound iF at
EMHI provided H‘i demodulation. To
prevent cathode poisoning of the unused
valves in the series heater chain, the HT was
set at around iii volts. This idea seems to
have died a death. but did resm'face in some
oi the smali portable This from the Willis
onwards.

Anyway. enough of these ramblings, i
must enjoy the sunshine.

Picking up this point about the high quaiity
radios in many pre—war Ws. jefl‘ Borin points
out that once TV transmissions ceased in
i939. same table modei combined TV-radias
were said as radios, which is how the 5"
HM ViMarconiphones came to be  said in
Cardiff. No doubt some wholesalers were
pretty desperate to get some money back and
decided they couidn't wait for the end of  the
war!

From Dicky Hewett .  Chelmsford
(written after watching the BBC‘s Lime
Grove retrospective):

My big grip-e about the I‘Lirne Grove" vintage
television day {BBC2 26.8.91} was the
"funny” interiudes. i liked the original
“Staggering Stories" series (dubbing witty
new diaiogue over old footage). and indeed
found their ”Lime Grove Stony?I version quite
amusing. But not every hour! Okay, so we
all realise that the BBC accent was
pompous. Sending up the fact to the point
of tedium destroyed the point (if any] and
tended to highlight the general attitude of
the "Late Show" production team
(responsible for the whoie day).

At least they reined back when the
actual programmes were on air and resisted
{it must have been an effort} from putting
coloured captions or 1"while-bang" graphics
all over the place. i did like the “sat "
intros, though. Nothing "arty" there, iust
nice and proiessionai. it goes wid'lout saying
that if the Late Show team had real ly
looked at the material they were
broadcasting. they would have noticed that
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just about all of it knocked the spots all
modern T'v'. Rough around the edges?
Sure.buttl1ensoisrealliveife. Theaownt
being on live. and not funny accents.

The 'Quatermass 2" episode (no. 3)
screening probably had modern directors
green with envy. How was it. they must
have asked themselves. that a wobbly black
and white live show with sets and actors
that doubtless cost maid—shillings. could have
evoked such menace and real "nervoUs“
fear? Answer. a straight—forward
presentation. well written and acted. in the
"good old days" it all had to be there. up on
the screen. That’s where it stood or fell.
Compare that with. for example. some of
the later "Dr Who“ shows where they
fiddled around during taping. shooting lots of
extra scenes. (never used) or re-writing as
they went along. Result. a batch—up which
they hoped could be rescued in post
production. it never was. of course. As a
consequence. the "Who" audience retreated
in droves. proving the (3160 [garbage in.
garbage out} dictum.

Even the dear old "Dixon of Dock
Green“ recording moved apace. Both that
and the "Quatermass" episode were shot
using Pye Plsoticon cameras. Tlis camera. a
development of the ISuper Emits-onII pick-up
tube. had the benefit of an electronic
viewfinder and a turret of four lenses.
However. {as evinced in both record‘mgs} no
two cameras produced the same picture
quality (lining-up must have been a
nightmare!) indeed. one camera always
seemedtobeond-iepointoi"goirgdown".
Despite technical problems. [valve-driven
gear got so hot you could fry an egg on it.
and in one instance this was achieved). the
showwenton. Allfl'iatnowremains is afilm
and VT~Iibrary stocked full of programmes
that haven't seen the light of day since they
werefirst trarmnitted. A monste-goid mine
that the BBC has. until recently. barely
d1ippedawayat. l‘msurewe’dallpayfora
portion of that! I'll take mine right now.
Aunty. preferablywrapped in anoldcopyoi
the Radio Times

Spoken fiam the heart. Dicky icon only
agree with you. As far the sandcastie links. l
just hope they realised those Dinky Supertoy
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outside broadcast vehicles which they let the
salt sea-wate' l¢ aver Here worth {lflfl each!
Or perhaps they were scrum examples. or
perhaps they rinsed them immediately
afterwards and dried them with a hairdrier. or

On the “Dixon of Dari: Green“
telerecarding. we got a black bar each time
the camera shat changed. Douhtiess the
cameras were synchronised to each other. but
does this imply that the film camera was not
fiame geniocked to the television transmission?
fiufl

From Steve James. 1'i‘il'est Bridgiard:

Apart from a few choice clips. l was fairly
disappointed with the Lime Grove day.
especially in the Alma Cogan story - too
many ”experts". not enough clipsll The
whole presentation of the day was of the
rather unpleasant "look how silly it all was"
school ofthought. it may have been silly. but
let's make our own minds up! One nice
thing is that they totally dropped all BBC}!
continuity for the entire length oi the
feature!

lSN'T it  new TIME WE ammo
Fooune consents, ERLC. - '5’

4G5 ALIVE Issue 12



TELEVISION NEWSREEL

AVEHGEHS RETURN

According to a report on Radio Northampton in August, (Ii-Iannel Four is to re-screen "the best“
of The Avengers this autumn. The indication that this would be a selection from the episodes
starring Diana Rigg as Emma Peel, and in this I concur most wholeheartedly with Channel Four.
Wili there be spin-offs this time? Perhaps some seli-through tapes? W'l'io knowsili'

NEW AGAIN

We don't get to mention narrow—band television here very often, so it is perhaps worthwhile
giving them a plug. They deal with systems oi narrower bandwidth than slow-scan T? but it's not
all Nipkow discs and the like. In fact some of the members use state—of—theart technologr to get
their picture on the screen. jeremy jago of the NBWA {Narrow Band Television Association)
tells me people have even copied broadcast television's sound-'m syncs technique. There is room
during the frame suppression signal for a little bit of tone-burst, leading to the development of
{wait for it} morse in syncs! ”I'I'tey will. however, strive to avofi being submerged under afiood of
naturflly incompatible individual modes.

if you’d like to learn more about how much can be achieved with NEW, send a SAE to
NARROW WWDTH W ASSOCLATiDN: Hr M Reynolds, 6a Collingbowne Road, London,
W i l  fljQ.

HEV

Do these initials mean anything to you? They were the abbreviation ofthe Nottingham Electronic
liable Company, which among other things produced the Telcan video recorder mentioned on
pagellThey werealso responsibleiorarangeofvidiconclosed circuitamerasin the Iiifillls
which rejoiced in such names as the Nevicon and the NEV—eye. These were characterised by
d1eirsimplidtyofcirafit,indeeditissaidthatil{as one oftheir rivalsdidjyou dissolved the
resin potting that surrounded one of the circuit modules, you found it contained nothing at all!
This may be a wicked story, however.

jeremy Jago (of NEW fame above} has one of their cameras and made it work. He also
wrote to say that Norman Rutherford and Michael Turner of the original NEV company are ‘
involved in a new company, one oi the products oi which is an optical video link ( i  km range)
which uses 1'n'torister infra-red LEDs (like 4 watts)". This magazine is actually printed in
Nottinghamandlthinlt nest fimelgotheretopickupthen'tagazineslshallavoid standinginone
place for more than a second. I have no desire to be zapped!

MODULATDIIS

W'ill’ried Meier, whose kit and ready—bunt modulators were featured in the last issue, points out
that they carry a three months guarantee. Any unit that fails in this period will be exchanged
without charge.
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AMERICAN SHOWS ON TV

There are some excellent boo-ks on TV series {l was going to cali them filmographies but that
doesn't sound right} pubiished by Boxtree Books for TV Times. In particular The ITV
Encyclopaedia of Adventure by Dave Rogers and The Encyclopaedia of TV Science
Fiction by Roger FLfltomWhatwedon'tseemtohaveyetisafistingsbookofafithe USAseries
shown on British 'I'V. Does anyone have any ideas or would they like to attempt such a task?
There are a number of obscure film series made dLu'ing the 505, 605, His and Hills for television in
America and many of these have been shown either on network TV or in the regions. But a
comprehensive listing would be valuable.

THE une saovE sroav {Monday 16th August. I99!)
The BBC seems to have scored a resounding hit with this mammoth session: by ali accounts
everyone enioyed it. Nice touches were the use of the BBC's corporate identity alphabet of the
early lgfifls to caption ail the programmes and the siightly irreverent use of interlude films
{including the potter's wheei with the sound played forwards and the visual action going
backwards.

Musical links were provided-by a tantalising snatch of the National Airs and pieces from
the Scherzetto for Children, the latter written by james Hartley and played by Eric Robinson.
Tony Clayden wonders if Hartley also ananged the National Airs: it's certainly conceivable.

in. HARTLEY
Talking oi Hartleys {but not of jam), the other Hartley, }. R. Hartley of Yellow Pages llFly Fishing’'
fame has had a book ghost-written for him! Yes, Irom this autumn you will actually be abie to find
a copy of "Fly Fishing" byjfl. Hartley in the shops - ifyou get there in time. Unbelievable or
perhaps not, considering that they made a book ("So you‘ve got an Ology") out of the Beattie
television advertisements.

TELEVISION 0" EH SOUTH BANK

There wfll be a day event on “Sound on Teievision" on Saturday 5th October, from |D.flflam to
3.45pm in NFI'I. This notavi'ltage “do" as such but ifyou want toheartwo people from the
BBC '5 Radiophonic Workshop speak, this might interest you. Subjects covered include
soundtrack music, advertising jingles and broadcast music past and present. Bookings: 0'? l 323
3232. The price is £6.50, with concessions for unwaged. At Christmas there will be a season of
cult TV programmes but details have not been published yet.

BIDOKS SOLD OFF

Two rather expensive but vaiuabie books on the history of television were published by the IEE
{institution of Electrical Engineers) in I936. They were British Television, the Formative
Years by Prof. KW. Burns and IEE Conference Publication no. 2'“, International
Conference on the History of Television. Both are no longer available through IEE
publications sates, and if you had any intention of getting either, now is the time to act. Prof.
Burns's book is avaiiable from our advertiser Chevet Books {see advertisement at end of this
magazine), who have purchased the remaining stocks. The IEE Conference Publication, which is
fuli of useful contributed papers, can be had from Dawson UK (back issues service), Cannon
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House. Folkestone. Kent. CT l 9  SEE for £33.50 plus £1.50 post and packing {telephone 0303-BSDIDI}.

You maywell blenchatthepfioeofthesebooks:d1qrareaimedattheamdemic market.wheretherelafivelylowtotalsales havetobeofl'setbyhigl'ier prices. To compensate, thetextof both books is first class, full of valuable material and references. After these books have soldout, youwilnotseefi'lem again.

ANOTHER HISTORY BOOK

This is a brief notice of an American book which takes a global look at the history of television.The title is The History of Television. lflflfl to IN” and it is by Albert Abramson {publishedby McFarland, ISBN 0-89950-234-9). The MOM] bookshop in London have copies of thisElustrated hardback at £12.45.

First glimpses indicate this is a detailed and well-researched book. Notwithstanding beingwritten from an American standpoint, this book pays liberal tribute to the genuine innovation ofthe EM] team at Hayes and puts paid to the stupid but recurrent rumour of Baird's thateverything devised at Hayes was merely a re-hash of work already done by RCA in the States.The author provides detailed references which will give subsequent researchers a short cut tofinding original source material. A review will follow.

SONY Tim-90

It has probably been said before. but this portable TV is well worth keeping an eye open for ifyou are in the market for a compact, smart-looking dualastandard TV. Finished in a charcoal greyplastic case with silver trim. it still looks remarkably stylish {in a sixties minimalist way) and isgenerally a most reliable set. The set hasn't been made for years but it can often be found insecond-hand shops and at car boot sales for a modest price and is well worth buying.
Below the 9" screen aretwin push buttons, one for4l15 linesVHF, the other for 625 linesUHF.A rod antervuisfitted. alsoa3mm_iaclc foran exterml antenna (ifyou wish to connect anormal antenna or VCR you'll have to make up a lead with a 3mm jack plug one end and aBelling-Lee plug the other: the Sony EAC—Q'B has not been available for many years}. A clevertnckyoucanplayistopresshbombonomwlfldimeamyouhavelfiinereception on UHF.Toucan thentunethesettocl’uannel 36 and watchd'iemitputofavideo recorder playinga405line tape, without the need for an additional VHF modulator. Truly a versatileset and worthspending f. l O or so on.

Therewueodiutmmistorbeddml-MrdpormfleeOrewhidstmtpqukeoftesisthtiEpsTVette (alsofotmdasd'IePyeGipsy).111issetl‘lasaleafl1eretteli1ishandformehasnone ofthecharmorstyleoftheSony. Toucanusualypicktl'iemqorafiveroratmner.

CREDITS

The photos of the Vintage Radio Circle swapmeet in the last issue were taken by Dave Higinson.The Marconiphone letters which wi hopefully find a space in this issue were lent by Mike King.Thanks to both of you and to all contn‘butors.
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VINTAGE RADIO CIRCLE

Horie Williams writes: In stark contrast to the sudden peculiar escalation of costs affecting
everything connected with old wirelessI the 1Wintage Radio Circle is REDUCING ITS PRICES! As
youwillhaveseenfromthelastattendanoeof ilflvisitoisandlflstaJIalamnotexactlylool-ting
for new guests - in fact, due to possible overcrowding some have been turned away! But
pleasedon'taskhowlmanagetoruntheswapmeetssooitenandsocheeplywitiwut charging
an ever-increasing annual subscr'uation. yet still donate to charity. Instead. when you go to yota'
next swapmeet. wherever it may be, ask why they've increased prices, and if you don't get a
satisfactory answer then vote with your cheque book and insist on_paying the old subs plus
inflation - or none at all. So, for the 1|III"|i'inter VRC Swapmeet the admission charge for visitors is
reduced to E1 and for anyone wanting a stall the cost is reduced to fl, d1 inciudes admission,
tables, and help with loading them.

The date is Sunday ist December and full details can be had by sending a SAE to the
address below. Admission is by ticket oniy to avoid over-crowding. As most people Eke to stock
up with bits and pieces to while away the long winter evenings, it is expected that there wiH be a
rush for this Christmas ofier, so to avoid disappo‘mtment please send off as soon as posséle. The
total amount raised for charity is expected to be around i iBfl by the end of this meeting, the
British Heart Foundation has aiready received £20,  with the remainder going to the Radio
Amateur Invaiid 3: Biind Club. [Registered Charity No. 801348, Patron Sir Leonard Cheshire
V.C.). Receipts will be on display at the next swaprneet. Write to ME. "Nilliams. 23 Barton Lane,
Cirencester. Glee. GL? 1E3 or ring DIES-BESFZS.

LATE NEWS

Proof that peopie who watch oid W programmes are no longer a tiny minority comes from
official BARB figures (thanks to Dicky Hewett for passing them on}.

Around two million people watched the BflC's Lime Grove retrospective, taking it into
the Top 30 programmes of that week. "D’oton of Dock Green" attracted 2.5 million viewers,
while [.96 miliion thrilled to Quatermass. 1118 indicates there are two millionpeople who find old
TV more interesting than modern programmes and many thousands of potential buyers for
videocassettes of old BBC (and mi) materiaL

THE
THE TEST BARB GIRELE was officially born out o f  the
first ever  oouvent ion_for  tes t  card_enthusiasts held
at Leominsterll Herefordshire in  flaroh . th is_year .
Then we were a group o f  around 30 members keen  to  preserve
in the history books the art-form of  the test card and
i ts  accompanying music ,  along u i th .se rv ice  information,
trade test  co lour  f i lms ,  and the days o f  commercial d iscs
used fo r  Independent Te lev is ion .  ’
Thanks to  the marvellous media .coverage  He hare had th is

'year  the group i s  growing rapidly and now boasts over
50 members all over Britain.
There i s  a magazine published three t imes a year and a
special  supplement recording events  at our annual convention

The subscr ip t ion  fo r  1991 wi l l  be E 3 .00  giving you full membership,  three 5D paged
magaslnes {appro1 . } ,  de ta i ls  o f  local roadshous and much much more.  I -
I n  shor t ,  i f  you have ever  been  fascinated by te lev is ion  trade tes t  t ransmiss ions
then . th ls  i s  the group for  you.

I f  you would l ike more informat ion about THE TEST CARD EIRELE please write to
Stuart G .  Hbutgomery, 2 Henderson Ron,  Edinburgh EH3 EDS.
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PICTURE PAGE

by Martin Loach

All the latest video reviews

BRANCH LINE RAILWAY, BBC Enterprises BBC? 4097, Elflflfl. 386W

This seems to be a [98? video which has recently {re-3'} appeared on the shelf in most video
shops. Although clearly intended for the raihvay enthusiast. this video
contains some choice eariy TV films. I am no serious steam fanatic, but I find some of these
oider railway films contain much general interest material.

The most important is the Television Newsreel film of the naming of the first Ciass i" 4-6-
2 locomotive Britannia. Complete with open'mg Television Newsreel title sequence and original
music, this ID minute film, made in |95l, is a real gem. Coinciding with the poiicy to cut train
services to save coal. we see this locomotive being built at Crewe works. The Minister of
Transport names the locomotive which is then seen leaving Marylebone station on her first trip.
Other scenes include the testing operations inside the Dynamometer Car.

Another TV news film concerns the Atlantic Coast Express. This was first broadcast in
I960. and much of this film is shot from the footplate on a journey from Waterloo to Salisbury.
There are some interesting scenes as we pass through London suburbs and out into the country.
The narration by Kerneth Kendall is punctuated by the wonderful purrinr sound of the locomotive
at speed.

The main film. indeed the longest, is the 10 minute documentary by Sir john Betieman.
Made in I963. this was his first dowmentary. The film covers the journey from Evercreech
junction to Burnham onSea,via @stonbu-yand Highbridge. Thereare somefineviews of both
rurai and urban England of 30 years ago. Watch outjor the traffic scenes i1 Highbury, and the
examination of what the railway did for Bwnham. at the end of the film. There are pictures of
gas-lit railway station wailing rooms. and the start of the decay resulting from the Beeching Face.
In fact there is a distinct anti-Beeching conclusion to the film, after a number of prophetic
references have been madetothei'ateof the Englishmadtraflicd'laos inyearstocome.

The whole thing is linked by ihtroductory sequences of Michael Palin in colour at
Quainton Road station. In this work he is deadly serious and I think does a good iob, although
one could argue it is a iob not really needing doing. The only criticism I can make. is that the
dubbing of copyright notices on the end of the films is not orig'nal, although the effect is not too
obtrusive.

This tape definitely essa'llial for any 4-05 line enthusiast's collection. You must buy it for
the Television Newsreel sequence if nothing else! {ML}

The reason why it has appeared again is that the BC or one ofits distributors is having a clear—out of
slow—moving stock, and you will find this tape at reduced price in some sps. if you intend buying it.
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slow-wing stock. and you wiii find this tape at reduced price in some shops. if you intend tuning it.
get it nmv before it disappears oftogether! [AE]

i Feedback from Steve Evans, was:

As a regular reader of your magazine and also a member of the ‘Wl'ionatics (one of the many
Doctor Who clubs} I feit i must write to point out two slight errors occurring in your report
covering recent Doctor lInI"'In|"l~io1Irideo releases (issue | l ,  page i2).

Firstly, the Hartneli tape is presented by Sylvester McCoy, the current and seventh
Doctor and not by Colin Baker, who was s'octh Doctor.

Secondly, the existence of two separate versions of the first episode was not the result of
the first episode being screened twice back in £963. In fact, the first version {included in the
Hartneil Years tape} was recorded as a pilot to show department heads at the BBC what the
programme was going to be like. These same department heads ruled that this first version was
unsuitable to be broadcast partly because hitches with the scenery had resulted in audible
hammering by technicians during the recording and partly because William Hartneli's
performance as the Doctor was considered too harsh and too unsympathetic. The first episode
was then re-recorcled to correct these two factors.

it  was the second, corrected version which was broadcast twice back in 1963. The
abandoned pilot episode was never aired untii the recent Lime Grove commemorations, but it is
now induded in the Hartnell Years tape to allow enthusiasts access to it at last.

i Steve james's reviews will re-appear in the next issue, by which time the long-awaited ETC
tapes should have appeared. He hopes you will accept his Television Explained articie as a
substitute this time!

BOOK REVIEW

TELEVISION - A DO YOU REMEMBER BOOK, by Burton Graham. Goiden
HandsIMarshall Cavendish Publications Ltd, E9234. ISBN 035635-6603. 120 pages, hardback.

Although this book is now out of print, it can be found in second-hand bookshops, fumble sales,
boot fairs, etc.. The lid-page hardback covers the start of scientific experiments '51 lfll? to the
eariy days of real W and up to l9?4. Most pictures are black and white and include starts of TV
shows, outside broadcasts, etc. This is an interesting book and well worth seard'ting for. [Barrie
Portas]
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THE 405 ALIVE INTERVIEW

HOW IT  STARTED: 40.5 Alive interviews popular
contributor Malcolm Burreil

How did you get invoived in television?

I don't think there's a simple answer. I‘m told that I sat in my cot and stared fascinated at the
Victory Parade. At one time there was a cricket match teievised from 1|ul'alentine's Park near
where we lived and, as a toddler, l was taken by my father who held me above the raiiings to see
a collection of green vans and a high mast [the RF link}. He told me something about how that
apparatus was what was bringing us the pictures but i didn't Lmderstand. Amway, probably like
most kids of the time, I apparently lived for the children’s‘ programmes which started at five
o'clock.

I'm a great believer partly in heredity but also in "instilled thoughts'l and i think my father
was fascinated, too. He had certainly been a keen amateur cine photographer before the war,
also I had two uncles, one with a radio shop in East Ham and another with shops in Upminster. l
rareiy saw them in those days. i think it was just a kind of "magic" for I seem to have been
terrified of someone removing the cover of our oid Ultra T11 lest the d1aracters jump out and
run away!

What were your favwrite programmes?

Crumbs! i know that J liked Muffin, of course. I think i watched early Andy Pandy I am
beginning to get the impression that, perhaps, my parents were falEing into the familiar trap of
using “the box" to keep me out of their hair I can remember a fiim series calied “Mystery
Squadron", ! think probably eat-cinema plus the one that really caused nightmares caliedI ’Face at the "III'lIl'indow’I shown one afternoon. i saw it repeated one night on Channel Four and
can quite understand how a done or four years-aid kid can be frightened and this had been
shown in the afternoon, then. _

Of course there was Children's Television, the newsreel (I was ailowed to stay up to
watch the adult newsreel, omnibus edition], and l had a crush on a children’s announcer called, I
think, jennifer Gay. I think she had long, fair hair and spoke nicely more brainwashing - _l'd
always go for girls like that!

{You too then and Tony C. as weil'l'!!! Does that girl' know how many hearts she touched?i.7}

In fact, I think I'm partiy the person i am because E grew up with romantic notions. it
must have been all the old films but I'd never dream of going up to a giri and saving "l fancy
you" I'd always expected moonfight and poetry which meant that kisses in the playground had
something missing. i think also that having announcers (presenters) like Mac Hobley, Mary
Maicoim and Syivia Peters - although they were partly divorced from the "real" world, thw gave
me something to which I couid aspire. I think it‘s a mistake to treat peopie - or try to
communicate with people always on their level. That‘s where TV is partly failing because whilst a
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Scotsman expects a Scottish accent (the world. after ali, doesn't revolve around London},
particularly in programmes for younger people there's the tendency to get the characters to
identify with the aucfience rather than vice versa. Its like advertising, isn’t it? The Kwik-Flt exl'taust
advert isn't aimed at the owner of a BH'W, ior example. And, I think, LWT when it introduced
Sesame Street was doing its viewers a dis-service. First they learned to speil from "H' to 'Eee“,
then they became aware that the world of cartoon characters revolved around dustbins. It was
hardly Wait Disney.

[True. so very true but you're not supposed to confirm my prejudices, Molcoimi}

How.Ir did you get into engineering?

That's a long story. I wanted the romance of television - to imitate it myself. the long tracking
shots of Ii'High Noon" or the sweep of those long shots of Astair and Rogers. I'd only seen them
on TV so that was the medium I plumped for. Um, I wanted my "own" television service when i
was nine. In those days, the BBC tended to iove the occasional "behind the scenes programme,
so I built my imitation Marconi Mk ill out of a wooden box. I had a toy truck which I painted
green and towed around the garden. 1 even buiit a cardboard truck with opening sides, then
went as far as making a complete studio out of cardboard with working spotlights made from
batteries and bulbs from Woohvorths. i had to create my own world and my parents didn't. at
least. interfere with this.

I saw pictures of American sets in Geographic magaaines at school and became fascinated
by the seemingly large screens - one advert showed chaps measuring a seemingi’y gigantic
circular CRT. So I wrote to one manufacturer called Stromberg Carhon and got a. replyr with
ioads of literature! That was just the beginning.

HOW old were you?

- Ten.

_' : what happened then?
" 1 did the same with the English makers. They were great. There was rarely a day when I didn't
.-; get something through the post! You see. it wasn't the engineering, it was the medium. l was
. trying to create my__own world. as I said. So out came the glue, balsa wood and paint and i made
_-' cardboard W receivers wl-fioh I operated through a toy train transformer - what I did was put

a picture behind a thin sheet of paper and a buib behind that- When the supply was 1'on", you got
a picture. When it_ was "ofl", you got a biank screen.

Weren't you into radio?

Not really. I bought an lvalek crystal set and, after seeing an article in Practitni Wireiess, added
a transistor to blast out the Light Programme into my ears when I was in bed. I loved "Easybeat"
and, of all things, "'I'he'Archers".

So hair»Ir DID you get into engineering? ‘

I hung around Stanwood Radio at Gants Hill I'd also written
to them. 343d Pianos in the High Road in liford, then Stanwoods, let me into their workshop.
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One engineer taught me ohm‘s law and helped me build a two—valve TRF radio. But it was
alwaysTV. Eventually.alocal5h0pgaveme39“GEC1H9or2l-‘i?.lthink. Thiswentintomy
bedroom but then l wanted rrv so I built a converter from a kit advertised in Practical
Telesrision. Somehow I blewtheCRT heater. Ithinklwasabouttl'l'rteen. But I wascledicated
towatching experimental colourtransmissions. The BBC even kept me quietbyletu'ngmehavea
test card silide. l treasured it. Then. after seeing an article in Practical Television. l wrote to
GEC.wI1otookmetoseed1ei-Tr4-Ilfl5hessetatWenibley. lwatchedtheusualoolowbars
slides and Diavolezza. My mum was fascinated. too. i began to think in engineering terms and
eventually stopped the paper cutting.

Soon after. I' d visit Manor Park. New at that time. there was a firm cailed Duke 3: Co.
who sold second—hand sets. First we bought a bodged up Pye W4 but eventually Pd trot down
on a Saturday and stagger time with a thirty-bob Pye or something.

Then I started buying enormous English Ebctric sets from Padgett's Radio Stores in Leeds
- delivered by 3R5!

Those were the days! 1i"'oul could have anything sent anywhere by British Road Services in those days
i used to send suitcases. my bicycle and goodness knows what else and it never cost more than
five or ten shillings! But l'm holding up your story.

E kept being waylaid. I wanted my own camera. I wanted ways to record the pictures. I never
had enough money and the technology didn't exist on my level. There again. i wonder what I
would have done. It's okay to have the equipment but it’s rather like all these foreign cartoon
films. isn't it? I mean a guy decides to do some animation. then rolls up some piasticine. Fine
when it's been done once. but it's animation for the sake of it. I'd have been useless ifyou'd
given me a studio - it would have been TV for its own sake. The important thing is the idea.
That's what made Spielberg or Disney. plus the knowledge of how to make it happen.

Did you do anything with film?

When I was eighteen | formed a film group. We had loads of meetings and did a bit of animation
on 9.5mm film. even though it was hard to get. But the equipment was cheap. You can pick up
good 8mm stuff at boot sales now. and l'm really iust getting started on. something. In those
days. though. we enjoyed talking more than doing.

What do you think ofpreserving 405 equipment?

It's great. I‘d have kept more but i‘ve had too many crises in my life. I have retained a Murphy
with the Bush Ifi i  chassis and a little old Bush m2 but ltry to keep nostalgia in perspective.

Thanks Malcolm for sharing this time with us. l'll bet one or two readers will identifir with some of
your thoughts and experiences. l know i do. And who will be next for the hot seat?
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TELEVISION EXPLAINED, REALLY

A review by Steve james of "TELEVlSlON REALLY
EXPLAlNED" by Ronald Tiltman, 6s. 0d.

The year is l954. lI'Cilancing down the list of book titles in the "Know-How" series, we see "ZGD
Ways of Cooking Fish", "How to Be a Lightning Cartoonist", and just above "Peggy Hutchinson's
Horne-Made 1"II“iII'ine Secrets", is "Television Really Explained" written by Ronald F. Tiltman, author
of such literary greats as I1'l'elevision For The Home" and "The A.B.C. of Television". You may not
perhaps feel that there was in fact three books—worth of material to be written on the medium in
those days. but at the time Television (with a capital T) was basking in post—Coronation glory of a
public hungry [or more.

Before taking the plunge, people wanted answers, advice, and more answers. 'Wili it
stunt the children's growthi‘". "Will it affect the cat's boili“. "Does it neutralise OHOT'. Chapter I
of the book in question underlines the increasing popularity of the TV service: The spread of
television over Britain has led to the point where television now has an average nightly audience which
for outnumbers the estimated number of listeners to the sound radio ofHome and Third Programmes
combined: and very soon the Light Programme listeners, at present in the lead. will be overtaken.

At the time when the book was published, the television licence cost £2 [radio-only being
i i ] .  The British programme times at present cover an afternoon session followed by "Children’s
HouH', while the main evening programmes usually run from about Tpm until just afler lOpm.

Now, let's suppose you had decided to take the plunge and acquire a television set. Hr
Tillman offers this advice: Let us dispose of the question so fi'equently asked before people buy a
television set these days: "lf l buy a set now, is it likely to be out of date sooni"—l The answer is an
emphatic No".

Oh dear. The correct answer, dear readers, was of course an emphatic two years, with
the arrival of independent television.

An interesting reminder of days gone by comes later in this chapter, when we are advised
on choosing betwaen dilierent sets in the showroom. There are very slight differences in the tint of
the picture shown on the screen in different makes - it may be bluish. sepia or yellow—green - and
you can quite safely exercise your own preference in this matter.

Here's a bit of advice that should raise a wry smile amongst +05 Alivers: Be very wary of
buying a "cheap" second hand set.-- There are still pre—war and early post-war models offered second-
hand which are minus the major improvements that have been introduced in the modern sets: so do
not jump at the chance to save a few pounds on what may turn out to be relatively an antique ll!

Whikt waiting for the Wiglalls van to glide to a halt outside your abode. you could spend
the time well by reading the chapter headed "Installing and Operating". Sound advice here, best
summed up in this sentence Do not make a television set just an excuse for knob twiddling. lfall-
is well, let well alone. Nothing is skimped in this chapter - even the correct way to switch oil, i.e.
at the set, rather than at‘the wail, which may leave a bright white spot on the screen. Also-in
connection with the tube see that the handle of a broom or carpet sweeper does not fall against
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it; this would of course assume you had enough money left to afford the luxury of a broom or
carpet sweeper.

flHow To 'sl'iew‘I is the next chapter we alight upon. This time the wisdom of the
esteemed Mr Tiltman is aimed in part at Mrs. Television owner: The television hostess must be
prepared to adapt her technique to fit in with this new medium. And how should you go about this?
if there is a dramatic play on. the one thing you do NOT want floor the audience is noise. So avoid
meals that need clattering cutlery and do not serve thin. brittle toast which will crunch |very loudly!
Also it is not advisable to serve crumbly or flaky {beds that are liable to fall into arrnchoirs and get
well trodden into the carpet.

A whole chapter is also devoted to televisual accessories. Mongst many wise words on
the subject of television tables with casters and swivelling top-s, is advise on fluid—Feed magniiying
screens and that wonder of the time. the coloured filter, tinted blue at the top, green at the
bottom and red in the middle portion. Fine on outside shots, but as the author points out: On
studio close-ups, the effect can be slightly incongruous when the speaker has a green chin and blue
hair!

it's all so complicated, isn't it? i wonder how well this type of book {oi which it seems
there was a plethora} sold...

Perhaps the most apt remark of the book comes under the I‘How to View” chapter:
Fortunately. television programmes occupy only a flaw hours each dqr, and it would be just as well if
this remains the case. The prospect of perpetual round-the—claclt television would add too much to
the perplexities ofexistence. Hear hearll

TEAQRYLITEg—NEW TV LENS-f
fifi-Efifw fir: -[.- ”on m“, endgame: 11.115; hr;television developments to _ The interspaoe‘e filled 1with dear manufactured Eordiflerent television

Sea-rerun 1945

.adetejstheintroduetiauofa mineraloilofthesameindertof reoeivers-and,atthe lame,fiastielensdefioe,knmas“ficry— refractionasthehcryiic. ' they.are supplied for-almost alllite,'? which—magififia_me picture popular models fitted‘with Shin. orarea on a- standard receiver.to : 5 E lfl-hrnrbes. _
double ifimfiml ‘ r ' * "“  

Insomeeases,thelensesarefitted"Theleqsgwhlchcanbefiflfiitfl directlytothecabinetofrhere-
any televrsmnrnodel now “'1 fl“ eeivers, but, irr'tlrecase of sets withmarket, 15 mum-11st! hilt MOW front eecuteheoas, the leases areandArrProdnclsLtd..ofLmther- themselvesfitiedwithaneecntfieonhoad,S_rmey. flrflaflsatfi lfifid. ’wfiigh -fits snugly around theThis ’deviee'' is “(1.3q the :— _' esenteheen onthe set. ‘ _
mostpraeticalyetdevelopedfor.. ' ' ' 'magnifying preturee' and heigh'ten- 5
ingpietureeontrastwithontacteally
mereasr'_ 'ng‘the ongrnalf' screen size
and thus mating television sets

- -  -Acryiite-'lens are rsro'wr being
marketed, and response by dealers
within the television area has been
mm} '1..':'_' ' _  ' '

_ In the main, Aerylite leases eon-
srst of two pines of transparent
Aer-flit: sheet [Perspex]; a plain.
neat so: and a formed oonverr
front_surfaee.--.__._... --_ —. l ' q

- “Generaliy speahn'g,- the magnifi-
catron- obtained isabout double—
.for example, a 9-in. tube is tirade to
perform like a IZ—in. tube.-
_ .The'Acrylite' lens has ihe efl’eet
of "rotathrfi’ the picture, 'whieh
means that as the viewer moves
from side ' to  side} the protons
always appears to be facing him.
-.Thus drereisnodistortionofthe
television picture-even when it is
vieued from thesideoftheaet.
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TWENTY QUESTIONS

No, it’s not a revival of the old BBC panel game but a
chance to win a year’s extension to your subscription
just answer these 20 questions on TV trivia and save yourself {£1551 There are no deeply technical
questions. so anyone can enter. Please write out your answers on a separate piece of paper
when you send in next year's subscription and remember to add your name.

i .  In which year was the graphic to the left
first seen on screens in the London area?

I. What was the name of Steptoe 3t Son's
horse?

3. And what did the H in Harry H Corbett
stand for?

4. What, or rather, who was the link between
the first episode of "Doctor Who" and "Sir
Lancelot"?

television 5. A sec programme originaiiy calied “For
Deaf IIZZhildrenfl later acquired a snappier title.
What?

6.  Which rnr programme contractor
presented "No Hiéng Place"?

_ _ I. Who played the chief character in this
' series?

‘B .Whosa id" l ' i i g ive i tfive ‘  ... - ' -_ _

9. and on which programme?

It]. Whid1 I'W contractor presented it ..

IL... andwhoihtroducedtheshow? '
" l l .  Who used to stand next to a shop window when nobody was looking and perform

impossible ao'obatios reflected '31 the shop window?

B.  What (single word) name-do huericans give to what we call telerecoréngs?

54.111eysay remotesorremotepiclops.wesay......;...... I

:5. Who was the young. trendy sidekick of Cathy Mtcewan on ”Ready, Steady, Go!"? In ether
words, not Keith Fordyce but
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16. Was RSG pre-recorded or live {nonnally}?

IT. What was their catchphrase or slogan (used as a subtitle to the main title}?

l8. Where was it presented from (Le, which studies?)

l9. ‘Wl'iich other organisation shared those premises?

It}. And what are they now [quite a well-known building}?

Finally, here’s a couple of tie—breakers in the event that several peopie all have the right answers.
Tell us in one sentence why you are a 405 Aliver! And who was "Winnie Wilts?

OK, so the questions weren't that easy, but they should give you plenty of fun trying to
work them  out!  The  winner wiil be announced in issue l 3 .  so entries must be in by Ist
December.

THEME TUNES ON SINGLES

Brian Renforth thumbs through his collection

The feature on Manfred Mann's releases of TV advertisement tunes as singles [and yours truly -
missed the chance of buying the one—sided SKI single some years back!) made me think I might
contribute something on releases ofT‘v' themes as singles. Unfortunately nearly, or perhaps
absolutely all feature totally different versions despite them being performed by the original
composersi‘orchestras. They are still interesting, however, so i present a brief look at a few f
have, or have iost over the years.

PINKT AND PERRY - The Velvet Glove (The Pinky and Perky Theme} 1' Tom Dooley.
{Accompaniment directed by Eric Rogers). DECCA 45-F | l095 {issued I953}
"The Velvet Glare" is of cause the original "Ping Ping Ping Ping" theme to the TV series - this is
more or less identical to that. The "B" side still sounds funny when taped on a 3-speed open reel
tape recorder and then slowed down to reveal the original speed of the vocalist {David Howie's
"Laughing Gnome" is iust as funny}.

THE LAURIE IOHNSOH ORCHESTRA - Theme from the TV Series I'The ifli.'iiiengers",rI
Minor Bossa Nova. PYE 7N. ITUI 5 (issued |9§5}
An awful version of the theme used from the first Diana Rigg series. Thotgh in the same style. it
is totally different from the actual TV theme. The "B" side is a iolly little i311 number in typical
Laurie johnson style.

CTRIL STAPLEI'ON - The theme from The Power HamelF ‘Lil. PTE i'N. WIND {issued
1966}
An exception, the theme-being written by Wayne Hill. This is a "livened-up“ version and pretty
good. Would sound exceflent to introduce a radio show! The flip side {having just played a bit
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of it] is Sandie Shaw without the vocals.

RON GHAII’IIER - A Man In A Suitcase l Andorra {Produced by ITC Ltd) PYE Hi. I F383
Issued I96

"(The A side libel also stated "From theTV series A Man In A Suitcase". A good reproduction of
this excellent theme, compiling the variations used during the Inner programme credits from the
first three episodes "Man From The Dead" {which also features a far better end theme to
subsequent episodes), “All That Glitters" and "Sweet Sue". Not authentic of course but a good
try. "Andorra" is a pleasant instrtanental.

THE HON GRAIHEH ORCHESTRA- The Prisoner! Happening Saturdayfl}. RCA VICTOR
{issued I963} {Cat number unknown}. I can only recall this one from memory as I sadly lost this
one (unless some kind hearted readers out there could tape it for me). A rather barely
recognisable jazzed-up version of “The Prisoner" theme. The “B" side. "Happening Saturdaf' {or
was it Sunday?) featured a kiddie chorus not unlike Keith West's "Teenage Opera" {have you
heard "Sam"? - lire minutes of magic but let's not get off the pointl], with a superb instrumental
section with 'tifls organ and all that - i would love to hear this again.

IOHN BARRY - Theme from “The Persuaders' l The Girl with the Sun in her Hair CBS
Records CBST4E9 {issued Will}
Though into the F05 this single is in mono. Another reasonable reproduction of the TV theme.
Side B is the theme to the Sunsillt commercials shown at theu'me (you‘ll instantly recognise it no
doubt but l won’t burn it to you!)

HIGHLV LllliEIJ'I‘r - Whatever Happened to You! {Likely Lads Theme} I God Bless
Everyone. BBC Records RESLI fl {issued l9?3, stereo}
A full stereo version of the song used to introduce ”Whatever happened to the Likely Lads?" {not
the l9tifls BBC TV series of course), written by Mike Hugg {another Manfred Mann connection}
and Ian La Frenais. Side B is composed by Hugnewes (Rodney?) wbid'l is generally rubbish but l
couldn’t say who's on the vocals as my copy is a mile off centre!

THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP - Doctor 1llIIl'hItII Theme I Reg. BEC RESLI l
Issued l9?3}

Ethotl'ler one that got lost - a ltd extended version of the theme used up to I930
{yet again not identical} with a bit of Tartlis noise added. "Reg" was used as incidental music by
many BBC local radio stations and i heard it last on the now sadly defunct Veronica Supergold
{superb London pirate] in I989 for advertisements. I recall this came ‘m a picnire sleeve with the
Tardis on the front.

Well, this shows what is available ii you hunt around in junk shops - there must be l'Iundrem of
other examples available 1 have deliberately omitted recent compilation releases of TV themes
and music but  as a brief example, the two USA CDs on TV themes use the hideously
reprocessed stereo ted'IniqLIe that was common in the ills, also the CD consisting of music from
"file Prisoner" is in compressed mono and'is unlistenable. The audio head sounds as if it's out of
position with wishy—wasby sounds and intermittent muffled audio - it's better leaving the mono
switch out even if this means [the sound varying from channel to channel

This has been a newIr theme for on article. and we're always looking for something new. Would anyone
else like to take up this theme? Othenvise l'll dredge up something on albums like "Take a Break"
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fflobertjomes Orchestra. eff commercials} and Manfred Moon's “A B Side" {the Monikin cigars
theme).

A FASCINATING MIGHT-HAVE—BEEN

This year saw the 39th anniversary of Canadian TV station CFCF l1  - on Sunday,
january In 1991 to be precise. So what, you may well ask. Well, had events turned out
otherwise, Canada might have become a 405 line country and if not 405, then
certainly a 44!  line country. Here, unabridged and unadulterated, is the story of
channel ii in Hontreal.

As early as 1933, the Canadian Marconi Company realised the potential of commercial
television. It was in that year that they first made application to the Canadian government for a
licence to operate a television station, but it was not until March, I960. after twanty-nvo years of
continuous applications that permission was finaiiy granted. in the meantime, Marconi was in the
forefront of television and electronic development.

Nine months after the official confirmation of the licence on january 20th, I96]  , at
5:45pm, CFCF TV, Channel I I  began broadcasting from a temporary studio in the Avon Theatre
on Laurier and Park Avenue. As Montreal‘s first prirate television station, and the second English
language station, CFCF TV had a potential of 2,500,000 viewers within a 61—miie radius of
Montreal. At the time of the first broadcast. the nucleus of nine men had grown to a full staff of
ISO, including announcers, technical and operation crews, office staff and an eighteen-man news
team.

Among the first programs offered by CFCF TV were seven locally-produced
programmes including: the children’s show SURPRISE PARTY with magician Tom Auburn;
CARTE BLANCHE, atalkshowvrith host]immyTapp;d1egame show LITTLE WHITE LIE with
host jack Curran; and the movie show, PAlAMA PLATHDUSE: as well as live news and sports
presentations. From the us. came over a dozen pro-recorded crime, western, comedy and
fitoon shows, amongthem the popular DONNA REED SHOW, LEAVE lT TO BEAVER and

E RIFLEMAN.

On May l9th. l96l,  CFCF officially moved to its present facilities at 4115 Ogilvy Avenue.
In April lgfl l ,  Canadian television reached new heights with the formation offi‘le CTV Network.
As a charter member, CFCF I !  was instrumental in its development, and it was in 1966 that a
new milestone was reached for CFCF l1, when coior broadcasting was introduced.

in ”IQ, the Canadian Radio and Television Commission {CRTC} approved the
appl’kadon by Hultiple Access Limited to purchase CFCF II. Seven years later in july [9179, the
C RTC approved the sale of the station to a company controlled by renowned lQuebec

broadcaster jean A. Pouliot, who to this date remains Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of CFCF inc. [AE]
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THE TELCAN STORY

by Doug Pitt

The Nottingham Industrial fiusemn has recently acquired a "Telcan" video tape recorder. This
recorder ,  t he  first portable VTR to  be  offered to the  publ ic,  was designed by Norman
Rutherford and Hichael Turner of the Nottingham Electronic Valve Company and shown on a
BBC programme on 24th lune I963.

Readers may be interested to know about this exhibit, which may be the last surviving
example in the UK. I was able to interview Norman Rutherford {still active in the field of
electronics} to check the details of this historic model which is depicted over the page}.

The recorder used straightforward longitudinal recording as for audio and the earlier
VERA, the BBC's gigantic stationary video apparatus. No  carrier frequency was used. The
recorder was mechanically rather conventional with most of its weight represented by the huge
electric motor necessary to convey the quarter inch tape past the heads at a rather alarming IEO
inches per second. The ten inch diameter tapes allowed 30 minutes recording in each direction.

Erasure was by a simple permanent magnet head but the recording head was an
extraordinary exampie of designing and engineering finesse. It would be fair to describe the
recorder as designed around this head.

The head was in two separate parts, an electromagnetic portion close to the base side of
the tape and an electronically passive portion in contact with the oxide surface. The first was a
simple affair made from a ferrite bead and a few turns of wire and virtually everlasting. The
other side. mainly of copper, existed solely to determine the magnetic path and define the size of
the gap - about 60 microns.

A copper block was spiit longitudinally into Mo symmetrical parts then rounded (as a
unit} at one end to fit a loop in the tape. Magnetic conduction was via a thin shim of mu-metal.
ToadjLetthegapo'itically,amost ingeniousmetl'lodwasused. Thegapwas pluggedwith a pure
silver mesh {silver is non-ferromagnetic) which was then crushed between the two halves of the
head by tightening a screw. The mesh? This was the silver grid of a vidicon tube, delicately
removed from its copper base by an etching process!

The Telcan [TELevision in a GEN!) was not a commercial success. Financial backing from
the prestigious Cinerarna company— seemed to guarantee success but this firm was, in reality,
already on the verge of collapse. By the time this disaster had occurred and passed, the Ampex
scanning recorder was already on its way.

Olfered as a kits ('Wesgrove" ‘m the UK, I"'l'eioan" in the USA}, this historic model ended
up as a constructional novelty. Nevertheless, the Telcan was the first commercially available small
VTR. and it worked, giving a "just about acceptable picture“.

Norman Rutherford today commands a production unit offering infra-red free-space
communication sets. These two-way units can provide links of up to 5 kilometres, carrying 625
line "H" signals for security, sports coverage, etc. Ween Iine—of—sight points. ‘—
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His first excursion into television took place in i949, when, with a school friend be
constructed a 33-line TV camera. usinga Nipkow disc and a 93m  pintommfiplier. displaying the
results on a modified osciiloscope with a 56?! tube. These pictures he remembers as quite
successful. They were evidently hspiringi

[Adapted from the original article'In "NBTV‘ vol. I If issue 2 the newsletter of the Narrow—band
Television Association.]

FOOTNOTE: Dave Prob-art says he remembers seeing a demonstration of Telcan on ATV‘s
lunchtime programme "Lunch Box". He is not sure of the year but presumes it was $964.
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GROVE FAMILIAR

Dicky Hewett recalls a bit of Lime Grave studios

Lime Grove has now ceased to be a BBC studio. For 4!} years the studios relayed the BBC's
most famous (or forgettable) programmes. 0f the five studios [acquired in I949 from Rank},
four (D, E. G. H} were converted for TV use. The first into operation was studio D {Hay I950]
and it was used for children's programmes. This studio was equipped with three CPS Emitron
cameras. Likewise studio H. Studio G had four Pye Photicons, while studio E boasted four
Marconi Mk 3s. {Delivered with 3" pick-up tubes, but swiftly swapped for 4V1" types}. The
largest studio {F} was used for storage. Another small studio {P} was constructed for continuity.

As a BBC staffer in the mid [9605, E never actually worked at the Grove although I did
visit the piace from time to time. It was a rabbit warren on several different floor levels. One
never knew what to expect, nor indeed couid visitors {or staff} find their way without a route-
map.

The studio technical gear was an interesting {and all—British!) mishmash. The Panorama
studio had EMl cameras (type lfl?64_Emitron). One of these models was also in use in the
standards conversion suite. Studio G used Marconi Mk 4 cameras. Another studio {H} housed
the experimental colour unit (which moved from Alexandra Palace when the News took over
both studios). Studio H operated with a couple of those massive Marconi {RCA} three-tube
cameras. The ted1nicaI area promised the shape of things to come with a colour telecine suite.
I6 and 35mm machines rattled away. On one particular occasion I watchw [on an RCA round-
screen TV set] a rather'washed-out picture of loumey into the Weaid of Kent. i say "washed-
out'?, but this was probably due to the set being worn-out. In fact, the Weald of Kent film got
worn out too; and when a new print was ordered and run, it was discovered that the telecine
machine would only produce a black and white inage. All the gear was stripped down, but to no
avail. Eventually. and as you might have guessed, the Weald of Kent film proved to have been
ordered asa black and white copy.

’ Dicky Hewett writes—far What Video, Complete CD and Camcorder User magazines.

Does anyone else have memories of early colour television or recollections of old TV studios?
We'll be pieased to print them.
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SMALL SCREEN ON THE BIG SCREEN

by Allan Keeling, with acknowledgement to Dave Watkins
During one of my weekly visits to the children's matinee at my local fleapit one Saturdayafternoon. a curious monocl'irome short appeared entitled I"Terry and the Pirates'. Years later Idiscovered this was an early I”Fifties television series.

in 1936 a Bournemouth hotelier Tmfortned me that he had been an avid cinema-goer andwhiist living in South Africa during the I9505 and early |96l}s. and to my astonishment, told methat the supporting cinema programmes were often compilations of such well-known series asHDragnet" or "Douglas Fairbanks Presents '.

Lew Grade‘s ITC company comgled a number of feature-length films from various 25 orSID-minute episodes of its early and later film series for cinana. televHon or home video release.Nine episodes of the llSir Francis Drake“ series (I962) were edited to produce "Raiders of theSpanish Main", "Marauders of the Sea" and "Mission of the Sea Hawk". 1ill'arious episodes of theCanadian series of I956 "Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans", wl'aich starred john Hart and
Lon Chaney Jr. were stitched toged'ier to make i'Pati'rlint'i-er and the Holioan' and "Redman andthe Renegades". '

fi tCculone l  March InvestigatesII featured Boris Karloff as john Dickson Carr’s chiefinvestigator from Scotland Yard's department of queer complaints in a I964 compilation of theE954 crime show "Colonel March of Scotland Yard". The new production re-used the final threeepisodes. the titles being "Hot Money". I"New invisible Man" and "Death in the Dressing Room".
IT C's cOMpilafions of 50-minute shows included 'The Fiction li'lakers’ii and Wendetta forThe Sainf'. featuring Roger Moore and taken from the i963 season of "The Saint.JII TV Show. Thefirst two colour episodes of "Danger Mari" ended up being stuck together and titled 'lKoroshi".“Our Man in the Caribbean" starred Carlos Thompson as "The Sentimental Agent" {E963} andfeatured Diana Rig in an early assignment. '

"Sergeant Ryker" began as a two—parter in the “Bob Hope Chrysler TheaterII anthologyseries { | 963-66) and saved as the pilot of ITC's I”Court Hartial' series. which starred BradfordDillman and Peter Graves. Western fans were catered fro with Screen Gems’ i'Flin Tin Tin -Hero of the West" and Chuck Connors repeated hislason McCord role in “Broken Sabre“, takenfrom his "Branded" series { ”65-66). Even IROCk)’ jones - Space Ranger” {I954} ended up intwo compilation forms entitled "Manhunt '3': Spacéand "'lhe Cold Gun", starring Richard Cranebattiing 11st century interplanetary evil.

[Editor's note: it may just be worth mentioning that television was introduced into South Af'rica untilabout ten years ago. hence TV programmes could safely be shown in cinemas without fiear ofde'ja vuon the part of the audience] '
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TE LETALK

by Malcolm Burrelf
THAT Tv AGAIN!
That set keeps bouncing back! In any pop
video, advertisement or graphics
representation, it's always that familiar
bakeiite cabinet! A couple of years ago
Philips used it to promote a video recorder
boasting teietext facilities - incorrectly
stating that now you could have teleteitt "on
any old tv".

She was operable until recently and
battered through my love of the medium.
She was once dismantled to form the basis
of a crude monoscope camera - a hefty
screen grid resistor reducing EHT and line
scan by doctoring the characteristics of the
PUB. A mains transformer provided EHT,
whilst a transistorised video amp from a
failed camera project did its stuff to provide
impeccable pictta‘es from a Cathodeon Test
Card (3 tube. After restoring her to original
condition. that tube was eventually i1tended
to  form the basis for a . portable
transistorised monoscope for field servicing
until, having completed the eiectronics, I.
found the heater OIC. By that time the
BATC had no more tubes.

1 later acquired a second Bush W21-
and, complete wid1 instruction book bearing
those marvelously naive tuning signal
pictures, presented it to a hard-up girlfriend!

My present set was bought by my '
father In IQSI. IIireplaced the ailing tube and
ail those waxy“TCC  capacitors together
with every electrolytic and she was happy
but never used. I kept her became I'd
grown up with her - watching the old
demonstration fflm interspersed with “fifteen
minutes of Test Card C", complete with
Latin American music!

People crowded into the living room
on june 1nd I953 to watch the Coronation
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on her iittle screen - the day the medium
reached puberty!

I was banished from the room when
Quatermass began his first "experiment" but
it was on this set in I955 I was introduced to
the first broadcast "Experimental Colour
Transmission" which the BBC slotted into
the - then — biank segment between
closedown at 6.00pm after children's
programmes and the start of evening
viewing at (I think} about F.30pm. Apart
from news coverage, the BBC clearly did
not take IT'iIIIr seriously.

I can remember my father {a fellow
Aquarian - which speaks for itself) saying
that if the CRT could be opened and the
screen replaced with something like a cofour
film emulsion, then we‘d  see the colour.
Gross over-simplification but I beiieved it
when Iwas nine years old - and dreamed.
On this little screen I watched the simulated
colour experiments as David Nixon included
optical effects on I'lts Magic'.

On this Iittle screen I also savoured
the last true pioneering clays ofTV. First
there were the inter-continental exchanges"
'of programmes from France then the rest of
Europe. Then there was S"aturday Night
Out“ where we were invited to I'see things
as they happened, where they happened“
- TV pictures from a lightship, a helicopter,

_a submarine {probably the first use of a
vidicon camera for broadcast purposes) and
from a crossFChannel ferry.

E would rush home from school to
"monitor" test transmissions in the hope of
seeing a new test card, colour transmission
or just something "going bump". That's
probably If no. exactly - AE.) whyr there’s so
many test card fanatics around! Anyway, I
can remember watching those 2.54 MHz
dots crawl up the coiour bars to the strains
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of a harpsichord or Scottish bands LP, then
watchtbeslowbreatl'ii'lgofSylviaPetersm
the Angel’s ns colour tuning signai due to

' the fact that unlike broadcast monochrome
TV, colour transmissions were asynchronous
{to the mains) and the poor old smoothing
was drying up a bit!

Her last claim to fame was in the
December I91"? issue of Television, in the
Vintage TV spot. I had hoped to use the old
girl to photograph images from my new 405
lines pattern generator. She worked
beautifully as | concentrated my attention on
an article only to look up to be greeted by a
blank screen! Is this the end of my Bush
W11? i doubt it, since I'm busily planning a
replica. ‘I’es, I did say that i'm an Aquarian!

WHY TEST CARDS?

There are numerous reason for my
designing test cards. I think the first is due to
the fact that I saw so much of the test card
when I was young. I was probably
brainwashed but also appreciated their use
as a tool

Secondly, becoming a service
engineer necessitated deafirg wid1 numerous
customers who might have deficient aeriais.
They would invariably deny that they lived in
a poor reception spot or that their aerials
needed servicing. I thought it would be nice
tobeableto provemypointbydisplayinga
wonderful image on their sets when I visited.

Thirdly, in the early days of colour
TV - around I96? - only BBCI was
broadcasting colour and for field use colour
bar generators were scarce. I can recollect
having a set in I960  and inviting friends
around to see the Midnight Movie on a
Saturday night — only to discover it was in
monochrome! Without diversifying, though,
you needed a pattern generator which gave
a bit more than just crosshatci'l.

i can remember building a very
simple pattern which was injected into the
video amp oi 405 line sets. It worked well in -
spite of being a simple multivibrator.
According to component values it would
produce vertical or horizontal bars which
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also looked the requective tirnebase to give a
stationary pattern. It wasn’t' until around
l9l'3 when I lived in North Wales and
glimpsed the RTE Philips PMSS‘l-‘l pattern
that my mind started churning away at the
idea. Previously I’d thought of a portabie
monoscope and, in fact, had built a pattern
generator in the form of a long box with a
crude RF modulator, eat-staveillance camera
and slide at one end. I used it very little but
it was a psychological crutch.

In I594 l sat down to seriously begin
designing a test card. in those days a simpie
form of geometry assessment together with
an indication of the picture extremities and
greyscale was considered essential. l was
reconditioning mono sets in quantity at two
in the morning and needed a pattern. By the
time I'd got it down to about thirty BC | 00
transistors which constantly failed, I shelved
the idea until IE??? when l experimented
with TTL chips [my version of electronic
Lego] to break a lot of rules and produce a
working design. It was published in [9?3 but
I'd rad'ler forget it since my errors were d
pointed out by superior minds. {Moicoim is
being too modest here. The design was a bit of
a pig to get going, but it was the first design of
its kind to be pubiished and was built by many
constructors. In some ways it hos not been
improved since - HE.)

In l9i'0 I was asked to consider a
colour pattern generator.  john  Boiton
frequently visited me in my workshop where
I worked on a colour encoder which
accidentally superimposed colour bars on

_ -mymonochrome patternaslplayedoidtest
' card music through a VCR modulator - the

whole lot appearing on an enormous oid
Thorn 2000! My wife left some water on
the kitchen floor and rushing to ansvver the
phone, I slipped and broke my leg. I enjoyed
every minute for I had months to design an
entire generator. That's how the I???
colour pattern generator emerged after
about eight weeks’ constant design and re-
building - full time - during late IQFB!

My philosophy is this. A'teet oard is a
tool. It should be aesthetically pleasing but
contain the patterns necessary to accentuate
probable receiver fauits or design problems
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rather than simply "look ted'inical". Test Card C was the best mono pattern and Test Card F
was the best colour test card because they were designed by those who knew these things.
"Hey did their iob admirably. '

IN MY WORKSHOP

by David Boynes
[David and Gary Pfatten went to clear some sets fiom a "Good Homes Wanted” source}

Gary has now got a dual-standard colour T'H": it is a Decca CTVES but is branded
"Granadacolour'. There was one 405-only set, a I?" Phflco of Ifififl — vety compact and rather
americanesque in my opira'on and the good news is, it works. E spent about an hour tidying it up,
dunging capacitors in the timebase, etc. It has the usual cheapo circuit but does boast a simple
but efiective line flywheel sync oircLa't employing an ECCBZ valve as a cointidmce detector [now,
that’s a thing ... sorry —AE].

Turning now to standards converters, I feel that for satisfactory operation we must use
eight-bit digitising. I'm starting on an eight-bit converter, but this time it's got to be FlFOs. To
gain some experietsoe in handhg these devices I will prepare a PCB to replace the hterpolator
line store employed in the current {seven-bit) converter. This converter was designed sbt years
goandemploysstaticmmimportantadvantageofFlFOciips {FIFII‘C}I = firstin.first out)
IstheaddresscirajuyismudtsimpierthanthatofstaticWhimheradvantageismatthese
FIFOs have separate in and out ports, which means only one FIFO is required for the primary
inessoreunit. Mostofthesuppcrt circuitryinthe existingconvertercanbeemfloyed again.

TELEVISION IN BELGIUM
by Rudi Siilen

In Belgium television started in I930. A man called ing. ]. Fandijck imported 300 Telehor
construction kits for making 36 line Nipkow disc receivers. For a few hours he transmitted
programmes from fimtwerp, but then the local government closed his premises. he has no permit
to transmit from the FIT (posts, telephones and telegraphs administration}. He sold possibly fifty
of theseTeIehor sets, for both the British and German standards (with a different disk].
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Asmeofiidalgovemmenttelevhionsenicefidnotstaithereunfil I952,thingswerevery
bad for television in die mean time. People who lived on the coast could receive the BBC 405
line programmes at times, using imported sets {none of these have been fotmd lately}.

More important was a one-hour programme in Flemish from France {Lille transmitter,
B | 9 lines), so some people in the west of the country bought French sets. There was even a
Belgian constmctor of TVs {called Annex) in the early fifties: thae were exported to France.

People in the east cotscl receive German programmes on 625 lines {European standard}.
Philips constructed their first set in I949 in the mirersity city of Louvain - see pictures. Some of
these were demonstrated in radio shops with transmissions on 56? lines. Not one of these sets
has been unearthed yet and they were not commercialised.

After years of political discussions a very complicated television system was chosen for
Belgium, generally matching the systems used in neighbouring countries. First of all, an El 9 line
positive modulation system for the French service {Bruxelles}. Second, a unique 625 line positive
modulation system for Flemish prograrrm'ies {Brussel}. Receivers were sold catering for these and .
neighbouring standards, and in the beginning {1952- I953} switch'mg was not automatic, so people
had to do the standards switching themselves.

So the;r had four buttons or switches on the front of the set beside the channel selector:
- 625 lines West European, negative vision, FM sound
- 62.5 lines Belgian, positive vision, AM sound
- Bl9lines Belgian.positivevision,AHsound
- Bl?flnesfimd1,posnwevision,mswnd[difia’mtd1annelsandvision

bandwidth].
Later the standards switch was linked with the channel switch. Bl? line transmissions could also
be received from LLutemburg. [Also, once France introduced a 625 line service with positive
vision and AM sound, this was another system to contend witt

There were no sets constructed "as Belgium for 4'35 line recwtion, as alE the transmitters
were directed inland, for protection of Continental transmissions. Even in the lgfifis it was
possible to receive programmes from Franoe, Holland, Gel-nary and hmembwg. When colour
came in the late sixties we had systems PAL and SECAH. At the moment it’s very simple as 90
per cent of Belgium is cabled and we can receive 24 channels: England {BBCl 3: 2) - France
(FRI, A2, FIB} - Germany (1, 2, 3] - Holland ( l ,  2, 3) - Spain { l }  - Italy (RA! uno} -
Luxemburg {I 3: 4} - Belgium (RTBFl 3c 2, BRTl 8: 2, WI 8: VTH commercial chmnels} -
satellite channels (Spore Film, MW and Super}. '

Caption for illustrations on next page:

Television receiver prototype Tli'i'Chl.

I. 1"Ii'iew oi the chassis from below. From left to fight: vision reception unit, sound reception unit,
timebase, power supply. Controls from left to right: contrast, brightness, focus, sound volume.

2. Side view oi the receiver. in the foreground, the general power supply. Centre, the EHT unit
type” Infill-D. In the background, nwzti? nbe with deflection and focus unit.
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TELEVISIE ONTVANGTOESTEL “m”
PROTOTYPE TV/CAI

1 Onderaanzichf van
hei chassis.

Van links naarrechis: "Bee-1d"
on’rvangfoesiel C “Gefuid”
Dnivang‘i'oeslel I Tifdbasis I
Voerfing I Eagefknsppen —
van links naarrechis: l J Con—
iras’r — 2,: Helderheid — 3} F0-
calisafie — 4; Geluidsvolume

2 Iijaanzicht van het
inessel.

Op de voorgrond dealgeme-
ne voeding O In hei midden
de hoogspanningseenheid
i-fpe 19.9433 I 0p  de sch-Er—
grand : MW 22 I" buis mei
afbuigings- en focaiisafie-
Banheid.
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RESTORATION CORNER

HINTS AND TIPS
Aldmugh many of our readers oisohelong to the British Vintage WHEfESS Society. not all do. so here
are some tips taken [with fi'iendly ochnowledganentj from the am Bulletin ..

I .  Fine detaiis: The modern biological detergents are very useful for cleaning fine details, such
as the grooves and mouldings in some plastic knobs. A soak in Biotex for instance will be found
to shift almost everything. {Assistance with an oid toothbrush may also help: never throw these
awayl].

2. Cleaning aluminium: The detergent wed in tfishwashing machines (Sun, Finish} is very good
for cleaning aluminium. A soak in hot water and a dash of the detergent will work wonders on
coil cans-

Can you help? How about offering us your favourite tip? A very brief note will do, or if
you can't even arouse the enthusiasm to do this. leave a message on the answering machine
{number on back cover). What is obvious to you may not be to others!

We have also been promised an artide on the causes and cure of EHT "izurushing’t (hint.
hintl}. We can always do with practical articles of this nature, particularly for newer enthusiasts
who are keen but may not be aware of the tricks of the trade - or the dangers lurking among
high voltages. Come on you old hands!

405 LINE RECEIVER DESIGN

by Malcolm Burrell-

Between W46, following the reopening of the BBC Television Service. and the close of 405
transmissions, the BBC and ultimately the ITA {IBA} struggled to provide the highest technical.
quality in their output. This was not always the case with receiver manufacturers.

Receiver design was comparativehr simple in the forties. With transmissions initially from
the London transmitter at Nexandra Palace on a single channel (channel I} in Band l, many sets
featured TRF signal circuits with often no attempt to use any form of AGC. The contrast control
was often interactive with a 1'Ii‘Sair'i"I control and any DC coupling to the CRT grid or cathode was
straightforward. On most sets. therefore. black level could be set to the point at which the
raster was barely perceptible consistent with adequate resolution of htermediate tones between
black and white on a given scene or test pattern. .

From |949 the BBC began to open u'ansmitters in the regions. Since these operated on
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dlfie'mtchmmelsmemamfacmMiodtwoopdommimerproduceseparate RFunitsforeach
channei or design a single IF strip with a tuning facility. Early GEC sets. for example were
designated London or Midlands. Bush introduced the first multi—channel receiver around 195!
with the not. If a user moved house. he no longer needed to scrap his set or buy a new "RF
unit'. The receiver could be retuned to the nearest transmitter. Manufacturing became easier
since a common chassis could be manufactured for use anywhere in the UK on the five allocated
Band I channeis.

One of the best known sets was the Pye V4 {later known as the W4 sinte it was
modified to accept a l 3-channel incremental switched tuner for Bands I and lil}. This set,
originaliy a five—channei version. had flywheel line sync in addition to gated AGC [automatic gain
control}. It was obvious that there wod be considerable fluctuation in signal strength between
channels and, perhaps due to varying reception conditions. on any given channel. AGC (cailed
AFC or automatic picture control by i’ye] was the obvious solution and reigned supreme on
most of the F‘ye range throughout the fifties.

A common chassis was often used with price variations according to CRT size and cabinet
styling. in the mid to late fifties Pye offered an interesting range, which included a version of the
W4 in a "Continental" styie cabinet. Meanwhile the VT‘E was avaiiable in E?“ size and known as
the m.

Later a distinctive range emerged, designed by Robin Day. There was the famous Pye
"Continental" again but a number of sets. usuaily with I?" tubes, sported light wood veneer
cabinets in console, consoiette ("Lowboy") and table versions with printed circuit main chassis
{boasting "Pye Printed Circuit lileliabflityfl from the "Centre of Scientific hiesearci'l"f at Cambridge.
where they originated}. Since Muflard were by now making tubes with a sEghtly tinted faceplate.
the famous "black screen" introduced by Pye at the start of the decade disappeared [iater to
reappear briefly 'm the dramatic FIT-KB'Deep Scene" television in the late sixties).

Returning to  circuit techniques. the 4(15 line system used positive-going picture
modulation. For gated AGC using valve cirwioy, complex designs were evolved. The late fifties
and early shtties saw the set manufacturers strugling, though. partly for pofiticai reasons, partly
due to a saturating market. Here features were needed at budget prices. The i iii—degree
"slimline" CRT appeared {The Siender Sets You'll Love to Live Wlth,“ said CRT as it introduced
the BT3DZ range} but gone was gated AGC. Instead a different circuit feature was exploited.
The large negativebias at the grid of the sync separator valve was largely proportional to overall
signal strength and was this harnessed directly to bias the IF stages. Thus a large signal resufted
i1_greater bias being fed back to the early stages to reduce the gain. It was known as "Mean-level"
AGC and its deficiencies were partiy corrqaensated by using AC cola-fling to the CRT.

. Mean-level AGC worked fairly well but did nothing to improve the perceived quality of .
TV transmissions; 0n scenes with average picture content the picture seemed normal but on
bright scenes there was a tendency to excessive contrast - a— factor which soap powder
commerciais exploited '- whiist night scenes-took on a 'grey' appearance. What-black rate was.
transmitted the raster was most definiteiy visible as a “grey screen". ' " _
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MORE ON TEST CARDS AND PICTORIAL SLIDES

by Malcolm O’Neill

The slides that were used by the BBC from about 1 95? for their experimental colour test
transmissions on the 4'05 line NTSC system from the Crystal Palace transmitter. I seem to
remember being u5ed in the mid IQGBs on BBC2 trade tests. These views included the well
known Eskimo Nell, pair of beach sandals, old-style telephone kiosk. Swiss clock repairer, woman
in a flowery hat. coffeeltea pot. plus many others.

in mid i964. I can recall seeing trade tests on BBC! for the very first time in the London
area and was quite pleased to find that test card "C" was still being used. albeit with CH. 33l625
LINE ident in black with numerical values beside each frequency grating . I can also remember
the colour bars being radiated for short periods and the Eskimo Nell slide being shown in the late
afternoons. This would then be followed by a trade test film which always seemed to be the
now famous National Benzole fiim journey into The Wit-old of Kent, narrated by the late and great
Sir John Betjeman. This was of course Loed later on in the ”605 and early ”1'05 as a trade test
col-our 1l’ilm. ‘

When the practice of using slides ceased on the two 4-05 channels and test card “C" was
replaced by "D" if l9th April I954}. the use of ides on BBC1 continued until the arrival of oolour
and test card "F" a few years later. . '

0n the lTA in the London area on channel '9 from the Croydon transmitter. from the
mid- l 9505 {possibly I955?) until April |964 two pictorial slides were used in the trade test
schedules and shown on alternating days with test card "C"; this was common practice in the
other I'W regions too. These b 8: w stills were supplied by Marconi and distributed around the
various I'I'A transmitters: they were of a very-high qudity indeed.

In the early days I remember two views being radiated. The first was a very pleasing.
scene of Tower Bridge and the other was of boats on the River Thames approaching a lock (I:
think}. ' I n  about lilo} these were replaced by We more slides and the views this time were of
the Sphinx with Waterloo Bridge in the background and another of Windsor Castle with River
Thames in the foreground complete with shrans! The Sph'mx still woLid be shown on Tuesdaysj
Thursdays and Saturdays. whilst the Windsor Castle slide would be used on  Mondays.
Wednesdays and Fridays. _ ' -. '

' Neighbouring Southern l'l"'|ilr also used slides and. the views 1 remember were of a-vilfage-
scene (possibly somewhere in Hampshire- or Sussex} and another of a boat. i‘ understand front
various sources that the latter was sometimes used in later years during the IBfii Engineering:-
Bulletins ”although I stand to be corrected on this. I can only ever recall one slide being used on
the Anglia area transmitters and that was a view of a windrrfill [no doubt in Norfolk}. These sEdes
had a very strong regional flavour and featuredlocal landmarks.

.= When the use of slides on trade tests ceased on BBCI and [TA in April WEI-ii, life did tend
to become somewhat boring and predictable visually, although of course the music played made
up for this loss - but that is another story! However, there were the occasional oddities and in
late I965 during an afternoon trade test on ITA Croydon on ch. 9, I can remember Test Card
"B" being replaced for one whole hour by Marconi Resolution Chart No. | with usual music still-
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being played. To this day I stifl have not discovered why this particular pattern was shown. In
early I9TI another interesting event took place when the new Philips electronic test pattern
(PM5544) was radiated experimentally on BBC[ and 2 and on the I'I'A [one week on each
channel}. 1 did manage to talte a rather poor “off-air' photograph of it when it was used on
London NV. and at that time it was quite a noveltyr to see an electronic test card, although it
could never take the place of the ememely pleasing test card “F".

The colour slides that were used by the 131% in the early I9?fls were sLeiplied by various
organisations and although shown {or much shorter periods in the morning trade tests with test
card "F" {I think about five minutes?) they were most welcome. Unfortunately. due to excessive
programming these sfides were to be very short lived and the amount o! time in generai devoted
to the test card on the IRA network was to diminish rapidly and so a very fascinating era was to
draw to a close. It would he really nice to see those test cards and slides again.

Television today
owes muchto... _

EH1 pioneered the world's first High Definition
Tcin’ision System. which set the stage for future
rapid advance-£- in Television. This achievement
was areompanier] by progress in every branch
of tlrrtrunics. so that today E3“ is the
established leader in this field.
121” toll-vision hrs-alienating equipment i!- in
regular use with 1]“: ILILC. Cnmmcrciai Television-
and other authorities throughout the world.
E3”  Closed Circuit Television. including
the very latest ooh-nu: TI- equipnlcul, i: luring
nlrnsively employed for industrial- scientific
nII-i other Itt'tivities.

l

can itecrnomcs Lto
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405 LINE TV: THE FINAL SEVEN YEARS

Brion Renforth recalls some memories

Up to l9i'ID as a young child we used a Defiant 9A6lU dual standard receiver for brilliant
reception of BBCI on channel 5 and Tyne Tees Television on channel 8 In a location in County
Durham. BBC-2 when it became available was poorly received with the common belief at the
time that 615-line UHF pictures gave inferior results to VHF 405 Well, the day came where I
noticed the other two services situated dose to BBC-1 at similarly poor quality. Little did I know
at the time that the Defiant set would be replaced by an early Thorn ESDD set for poor results on
all three GZS—Iine'services! The sad day arrived where the Defiant went - it was not a very
reliable set but most interesting, having the 495515 switch at the side, a conventional VHF turret
tuner but the UHF tuner below was a small knob which had a small window above that changed
colours when the dial was rotated. Does anyone out there still have such a set?

Hagaaines such as 495 Alive have helped re-prornote the +05 line system. Between
IQFD-FB I was deprived of 405 lines and was eafir to own a set apable of receiving such signals.
So a GE: 10 I?  was obtained in April |9?8 while living in Chippenham, Wilts“ Such 405
memorabilia immediately returned with this interesting set which also featured FM radio.
Reliability was once again questionable but it lasted tifl mid- I989, when it finaily gave up the ghost
and l was too young to understand receiver repair at the time.

Signals available on a daily basis were Crystal Palace ch. l ,  North Hessary Tor ch. 1
(weak), Rowridge ch. 3 {watchable}, Wenvoe ch. 5 (excellent), H11; (general service] Bath ch.
BfSt Hilary ch. 10, HIV Cymru ch. if, Southern {Chierton Down} ch. | I ,  AW Hembury ch. l 2
and BBC Cymru {Werwoe} ch. [3. Trops also gave superb l(.Troydon reception on ch. 9 using a
home-brew 'V' made from old curtain rah!

In that area the 405 channels differed significantly from their UHF equivalents. HT"'IIIlr on
chs. 8 and lift was an all-English mixture-of programmes made by H'I""s~‘r West and Wales. For
example West’s ‘Report Westll occupied the part 1 slot where "Report Wales" occupied the part
1 slot, so _HW West was never available exclusively on VHF. IT‘lIIlr schools on those channels
would often feature Welsh programmes incidentally. On another occasion during “House Party"
Southern on ch. l l  lostvision and wasreplaoecl by a chequerboard pattern. On checking UHF
this was proven to be a VI-IF-only fault.

In those days, where reception conditions permitted the results, especially at Band [II
were absolutely superb, better than 625 llnes I thought for sharpness and definition. It was really
only between I 982  to the switch-off, where faults were allowed to occur, that produced
defects, especially at Band III with missing pictwe elements and all that. I was slightly disappointed
with my return to 405 lines, however, thinking Test Card “C" would soil be shown by BBCI!

ln P352 a KB VCSZ was obtained to end": the last few years of 4fl5 lines. Membury was
still on the air at the time I left Chippenharn In August 1932 and I recall that Chillerton Down
{now TVS South} ch. I I still produced excellent results. Dover ch. ED (TVS South East) also came
p well during trops. Before lforget, in I??? BBCI West ch. 5 Wenvoe woufd cut abruptly to
party political broadcasts by Plaid Cymru during IIPoints West“ and on one occasion BBC
Walelymru pictures were transmitted with BBC West sound.
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SornedmgsimilarhappenedwithUHFmDecember I9TTwhen |-l'l"1-I"'"dialectrelayedl'l'l""-I"r
CymsoundoverWestpictu-esandviceversafor awhile!

So another move in I982 brought me down to Devon. A 23" Ferguson 3655 was
donated but this had been stored in damp surrourlcfings for some time. That set uses the Thorn
I490 chassis and the rest is history. as I stili have the set today. along with a a 2640 model.
Onced'lesetwasrestored [awasbveatfn‘stsiglattobehmaet}lwasainazedbythe brilliance
of the picture quality of North Hessary Tor ch. 2. but Stoddand Hill d1? at that time started to
show problems experienced with the I'I'A {2} network at the time. Due to lane of space this was
the only surviving set from the Torquay days on my move north in January I984. An HM? 2649
was restored. giving good resuits on Pontop Pike ch. 5 but Burnhope ch. 8 looked as if it was
suffering badly. '

The time of the final switch—off was a very sad day for 405 enthusiasts everywhere seeing
nothing the day after pictures were received. Neville Wandless. continuity announcer at Tyne
Tees Television reported the closure of Burnhope ch. 8 stating the ioss of an old friend who was
getting rather old . —

Finally. viewers in the olden days needed a degree or an IQ of Zflfl to understand the
l-lTV Wales and West edition of TV Times. Programmes were identified as shown below and
the complicated line-up is explained here.

* "HTV General Service 8: HTV West" = HWWest UHF andSt. Hilary ch. l 0  8: Bath d1. 3.
* “H'l‘i.ilr West only" = HTV UHF only
* "HT‘v' General Service 3: HIV Cymrul'Wales" = l'l'l'VWaies UHF and all VHF channels
* "l-l'l"'nIr Cymrui'Wales only" = l-I"l"'|iIIr Wales UHF and all 1‘|u|"HF channels except St. Hilary ch. 10 3:
Bath ch. 3. _

This happy situation lasted up to I9Bi when 5t. Hilary ID 3: Bath 8 took the HT'iuIIIr West
progt‘arnmesoftheUHFchaim-els. lronicperhapsd'latHTVWestgotitsownilOS service. albeit
briefly! '

AUTUMN I955 COLOUR TESTS

The questionnaire reproduced here was sent to TV receiver manufacturers and others during
autumn i955 and was intended that collaborating viewers could report their findings.

This particular copy was sent to lCIossor Radio 3: W. and was contributed by Malcolm
George. it is a photocopy of a stencii-duplicated original. so it may not reproduce very well. I
hope it will be legibie. however. -
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General Instructions

If possible please_make a complete_series of observaticns during one
transmission. If some of the tests are missed.1eave the form blank_at

the appropriate place.

Please endeavour to keep the sound,and.picture settings the same during
any one series of tests. In particular do not alter the sound volume
control after the line—up during Test 2.. any adjustment of the picture
subsequent to Test 2 Should.be kept to a minimum.

Any viewing distance may be chosen for a particular transmission,'but; if
you have a vieving distance nhich'vou consider normal please carry out the
tests at this distance. It is important to maintain this distance
constant during any one series of tests except during Test 2'ahen any other
desired distance may be used.

The lighting conditions in the room during the tests should be those you
normally use for programme viewing.

Please send your completed questionnaires in batches of a complete'neok
through the organisation to which you belong:

The Secretary,
B.H.E.M.a.,

59 Russell Square,
London, W.G.1.

In the case of B.B.G. personnel, please send to H.D.fl.
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1. {Tbject of Tests

see-mm colour transmissions to be broadcast from fflcxsndra Palace
timing the firtmm of 1955 will use a. variant of the H. T. 3.0. colour system
sdspteci for British starsiarfls 311:1 will have two main objects:

{1) To see smother this system can give a colour yicture of an
acceptable stmdalfl tdth sufficient reliability enfl at an
economic cost from both the transmission and the reception
viespoints.

{ii} To see rmcther or not the system is compatible.

The lsro‘usbilit}? is that the picttu-e will be goof}. cnoflffil on 11510 001013?
regroriuction point of view, and in any case it will not be possible to r1o sen:
tests on this until satisfactory colour receivers are available in chemists
ELIEIJJEI‘S. The initial tests are therefore bound to segment—rate rather on the
emanatibility of tie scaled-flow}. If. '1‘. S. U. system. The princiool points 011
‘.'."I‘.iCh infonsation is required are:

l l .  The visi .-ilit}r cf the clot structure on existing "sleek and shite
receivers. '

2. i'fliether the “buss“ introfiucezi into the sound of block and white
receivers is objectionable.

I.

3, Tfliether "the tonal gradation ci‘ a tflvicsl colour picture is
satisfactory when viewed on black and shifts receivers.

h, iéhether the transmission of e sisters on fixer} from} and line
frequencies will give sstisfactory recep tion on normal receivers
in the female of the public, terticulsrly at times when the poser
simply af’ireu'luencjar is verging. -

i
o

_ E. ’sl'i‘Lethcr the presence of the colour burst on the poo t-sa-nc. line
soggpressruon is visible ‘cn black and eititc receivers.

{5. "Esther the “oresmlce of colour information st the enfl of s scasniing
line csoses interference with the s;mchronising of block enfi white
receivers. - ' '

n ly-lletist-r'thc presence of s. phase—corrected notch filter in the
lint-hence clsemcl IJroLinces any rle teriorstion in "he qualityr of the
pictures seen on a black and smite receiver.

‘3' Ek'hether the EYESCHCE G3 the phase network, vflfic‘n is insertefl
between the output of the coded colour signal and the intut of the
“5-55-93“: traflst'itter to correct the response of colour receivers, has
any noticeable effect on the r.g.sz£Lit;:-,r of pictures seen on blsc]; and
shite receivers. '

3
;

I'f'l'!lee colour signal will be in sccorflsnce with the specification given in the
deterrent entitled "Specification for Colour Television Standards for
Excer'imentel Transmissions from Alexanflra Palace“, issue-:1 by the B. B. G. anti
cites. 25th Enrch, 1955.
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The first tfifl points are null-knees and requirs.no explanation. The third
point arises because the gamma correction in the H.T.S.G. system is applied to
the Bag. and B. components and these signals are then coded to give the luminance
signal. This is not the same thing as if the luminance signal were gamma
corrected, and therefore shes the signal is applied to a normal black and shite
receiver, the overall contrast is not correct. The presence of the colour sub—
carrier acts to rectify this defect to some extent. This is important as it
may influence a decision whether the colour information should he in hand or
out of hand.

Points t and 5 are sclf—enplanatory.

he regards point 6, the ion bandwidth of the colour information will cause
some of this information to continue after the cessation.of the associated
luminance information, and for a colour at the end of a scanning line this could
cause the colour sub—carrier to extend into the synchronising period, or at
least into the preusync. suppression period. It is desired to test flhis
nerticular aspect, since, if it causes trouble, a minor redesign of the colour
system could be necessary. -

Point ?: the presence of a phase—corrected notch filter in the luminance
channel improves the colour picture by removing the components of the luminance
signal shich fall in the colour hand. It is necessary to see whether the
preserce of this filter will distort the pictures viesed on a black and white
receiver.

3. hours of Transmission

Hondsy and Tuesday 23.00 - 2i.UU
tnesday, Thursday and Friday 13 -15  — l t - l fi

The day—time transmissions may have to be cancelled occasionally if programme
commitments make this necessary, but the late night tests sill alsoys'bc
radiated. They sill begin at 23.00 or a quarter of an hour after the end of
the public transmission, whichever is the later. It is intended that the tests
for which this Questionnaire a is designed shall last for a period of four weeks
and ni11.he repeated unchanged on every transmission. This period of four seeks
may be extended or curtailed if experience shone this to be necessary. It is
expected that the-tests rill begin on_hondsy, 3rd Uctoher.

3. Secuence of Tests

Weeks 1, 2, 3 and t Compatibility tests with the naveform radiated
_ exactly as in the published specification. If

found necessary, these tests could be extended
beyond the four week period.

tasks 5 and 6 Ubservetion of the effect of a notch filter in
' the luminance channel snd_of the ef‘ect of the
phase compensaoing network in the i put to the

,vision transmitter.

I

31'}

tasks ? and 3 If found'nscessc_ a result of'the tests
during seats 1, 2, 3 i, compatibility tests
would be repeated with the chrominance information
reduced by 3 dB.

heat 9 If found necessary as a result of the tests
_ during weeks 1, 2, 3 and i, compatibility tests

' would be repeated uith the burst amplitude
reduced hy'6 dB.

The tests during seats 1, 2, 3 and i would he the ssme_for each period of
transmission. The suggested transmission schedule is shonn on Page 3. For
obvious reasons it is not yet possible to draw up transmission schedules for the
techs folloning the initial concatihiTiee teens
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Test Ee . I  Tine ! .  fisign Sisnal I Sauna Signal Pureoee = '
l I “D" 1 Colour Test  Gard ' Tone Lineeup of  colour receivers.

adjustment of gain of
blackfehitc receivers.

2 + 3 sins. Test  Card C Music Linc—up of blackfnhite- receivers and assessment of
performance.

3 *lfi  s i n s .  Co lou r . s l i de s  l Garrier on .  fie Assessment o f :to 10 .  Goleur noiulation. l .  “Buss"  on sound.information 2 .  Bot gattorn interference.switched on and 3 .  Effect on contrast  offf at 15 s ec .  colour sub—carrier.intervals. i .  Synchronising troubles.
5 .  Burst interference.

4 +30 min" .  Goloar slide 11 music .  Sound fissessnent  of sound signalcarric sn ' t chcd  interference on p ic tu re .* enfoff at 15 s ec .  '} intervals.

5 +j3 s i n s .  Blackfshits Garrier on.  He assessment of burst  inter—ception. modulation. ferencc on nes t  critical
pic ture .

G +35 s ins .  Colour f i lm.  nccompanving. Assessment of :
sound. 1 .  "Buss" on sound.

2 .  Bo t  yettern interference.
3 .  Effect on contrast of

colour sub—carrier.
i .  Synchronising troubles.
5 .  Burst interference.

? +15 n ine .  Sane or similar accompanying Comparison n i t h .Tes t  6 .file without soun&. '

- . ______ ,_ -_  -_ ._ - .— — .

colour
information.
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5. Egplanation of Gompgtibilitg Tests

The tests will be radiated.by the-1on power transmitters at slexandra
Palace so that considerable re—adjustment of sound and vision gain will be
necessary during the radiation of the linedup signals. Each test will he
announced in sound and the colour slides will be numbered.

For the benefit of those observers whose work has not yet brought'them
into contact with an H.T.S.G. type of colour-signal, a.brief and simple
explanation of its principal characteristics follows:

The luminance information occupies the frequency band_up to 3 Mcfs in
exactly the same fashion as on the present blachfwhite transmission. The
synchronising information is identical in form except for the addition of  a fee
cycles of the colour-subucarrier on the post sync. suppression period. Tho
pieces of colour information are used to modulate a colour sub—carrieriat
2.65 hcfs in both amplitude and phase, the carrier itself being suppressed.
i t  the receiving end this colour information i s  recovered by adding a.1ocal
carrier at 2.66 cs which is locked in phase and frequency by reference to the
colour syDChronising burst. This colour information is arranged in such a
fashion as to produce minimum visibility on a monochrome receiver. In particular,
when there is no colour-information in a particular part of the picture no
colour signal is sent. In coloured areas, the amplitude of the colour signal
depends Upon the degree of saturation of the colour. It is the purpose of
these tests‘to find out how much this additional colour information interferes
with the picture and sound as observed on a monochrome receiver.

TEST 1

This is a radiation o f  a colour test card sith accompanying tone. I t  i s
intended primarily for the adjustment of colour receivers but it can be usefully
employed by observers on hlackfnhite receivers to make the required adjustments
on vision and sound gain. ' It is designed primarily to check the registration
of colour displays and.the correct phasing of the colour sub—carrier generated
in the receiver.

TEST 2

This is a standard radiation of Test_Gard ’G' and accompanying music for
adjustment and liningaup of blachjnhite receivers. Dnce the desired sound
volume has been decided, this.should not be altered during the course of the
tests. Slight readjustment of the picture may well be necessary but this
should be kept to a minimum. s.question is asked to establish the performance
of the receiver in general terms.

TEST

The ten colour slides to be radiated during this test have been_carefulLy-
-selected to provide a wide range of colour subjects. Slide lfl has a special
characteristic in that it has a highly saturated colour at the extreme right
hand edge occupying a few lines. This is to establish whether the presence of
a strong colour sub—carrier immediately prior to the synchronising pulse causes
line sync. pulling. The total colour information is switched on and off at
15 second intervals so that an effective comparison can_be made of the effect of
this information on.the picture and sound. Questions have'to be answered in
respect of the performance of black and white receivers regarding:

{i} 'Euas-on sound.‘
{ii} Effect of dots.
{iii} Effect on picture contrast.
[iv] Synchronising difficulties.
{v} Visibility of colour burst.



TEST 4

Slide 11 has been selected to have large areas of colour information so
that any beat pattern produced.hv interaction o f  the colour sub—carrier and the
sound carrier will be  present in large areas of the picture. The sound carrier
will be switched on  and .o f f  a t  15 second intervals so that this pattern, if
present , 'nap be identified. The pattern will be stationary due to the fixed
frequency relation between vision and sound carriers.

TEST

The slide i s  a s ep t i c  n th  v:hite letters on a black background and has
been  chosen as  the hos t  o r 1r1 t i ca l  p ic+ ure  to reveal interference hp the colour
synchronising burst .  Th i s  i r ter ferencc occurs during the fly—back t ime of the
l i ne  t ime base  and apgeea re  a s  a s e r i e s  of  vertical white l i ne s .

TEST 6

This i s  a colour  film with full colour information. The quest ions  are
the same a s  for Tes t

_ .

J I

TEST ?

it the t ime o f  wri t ing i i s  hoped that the test  will employ the same film
as  in Test 6 ,  transmitted ni tuout  colour information. I f  not  the same, a vary

a tsimilar film will he  u sed  so  the a comparison can be  made with the p ic tures
rece ived  during Tes t  6

13
U

1-

Since  the sigr-al  i s  2-2: loosed  to the mains frequency, observers are asked
to  a s se s s  the annoyanca- caaa td  ‘c.- the presence of  asynchronous hum and/or
geometr ic  d i s to r t ion .



IOOI NIGHTS OF TV

Ainn Keeling reflects back on the compilation transmitted by Channel Four on ist janunry
l9?! .

Wasn't it great to see those lovely nostalgic black and white clips at the start of this three—hour
presentation. featuring such diverse classics as the launch of BBC2 in 5964. the first "Doctor
Who" episode in 1963. a "meddlesome" Ena Sharples in the first "Coronation Street". Steptoe 3:
Son in Comedy Flayhouse‘s "The Ofiefl' in IQBZ. two contestants faiiing the "yes-no interlude" in
“Take Your Pick". and three very young "Z Cars" policemen?

Now. that was interesting enough. but I was totally mesmerised when. under the
umbrelia title "Early Nights". on came a vintage ETC "Buccaneers" clip featuring a youthful Robert
Hardy and a ten year old Jane Asher. Another extract showed Kenneth Wiliiams in "Sword of
Freedom". followed by a young Nicholas Parsons in "Robin Hood". l was most surprised to see
Katie Boyle guesting on 'White Hunter". and even more at ludy Bench and Aian Bates in that
"Four just Hen" clip.

Now this is the point where I complain, and I mean. complain. it's great to see these
lovely old monochrome clips from those great 'frfties telly swashbucklers. But nobody ever seems
to want to revive them again as series. Does this mean they are just going to rot away in ITC's
archives. to be used occasionally for thirty-second clips in shows like "Teliy Addicts'? Or hopefully
wiil some programme company boss decide that i99 i  is the year of the vintage TV
swashbuckler?

Now that i've got my breath back. wasn’t it also great to see that old wide ATV ident.
after a iong absence. and then that trailer for "Emergency Ward Ten". followed by promo traiiers
for irThe Charrmions" and "The Saint"?

So. c'mon ITC. How about re-pl'oraoting "Sir Lancelot". eh?

{Apology this article was submitted earlier this year and has now surfaced to the top of the pile!]

NOTES 'AND QUERIES

THE MYSTERY OF CHANNEL I4

A definitive answer on this can now be supplied. thanks to Mr Ronald Sandell. retired eat-Head
of Service Planning in the BBC. He is cts‘rently writing the history of service planning in the BBC.

Anyway. during the [9695 there was pressure to expand the number of T‘v’ channels.
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both to improve areas of poor Band I reception and also to introduce regional services {e.g.
Welsh} on the BBC. Chameis 6 and IS. previously unused. were shared betwem the BBC and
l'l'h'l'henmelrish maugedtosqueezeanadditimalchannel{their615 Etechannel I) intothe
top of Band III, and the UK insisted on being allowed to have an adfitional channel up there as
well. This was granted but in fact it was never used. The scarcity of receivers equipped for
channel l 4  andthe advent offilfilinetransmissions on UHF put anendto this.

Willa-led Meier {the modulator man!) has a similar tale to tell.
IllIJiuring the years ”59—6! lwas working in the RF laboratory of Philips at Kreield in

Germany. At that time we too were making VHF tuners with H channels. We used channels [3
and I4  for UHF reception with corresponding channel strips built-in. The purpose was to carry
out tests on the UHF transmitter at Aachen on channel 24.

"The circuit was as follows. The preamplifier stage with the PCCBB tube was not used.
Directly following the antenna circuit, the UHF signal was mixed with the oscillator signal in the
mixer diode {D l) .  The oscillator signal was produced by the triode PCFSO: the first harmonic
was used (approx. 250MH1}. The oscillator was aligned with the fine tuning control. The
pentode of the PCFBO formed the first IF stage. At that time we equipped a numb-er of sets in
this way. but reception was not very good."

Hf?)

flail.

ANIMATICS

An interesting tedinical term. this. Your filter had some all the time without even knowing what
they were! Thanks to Dave Probert, I can now tell you that animatics is the name given to trial
runs of W commercials where live action (Le. actors. pets or whatever} is substituted by
animated drawings. The music andlor voice—overs {if any) are included. so that the commercial
gives a fairly close impression of what the finished product wifl iooit and sound like. for showing
to the client. And if the client "loves it”, then the full-blown production commences.
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Old film reels of animatics can occasionaily turn up in junk shops, you have got to keep
yoweyes open.1heywill not been-[pensive sayapound ortwo.

IT'iaIIIr CONTiNUIT'l"

Here's a question that needs a definitive answer before memories cloud over! Untii recent times
several regionai FI'V contractors {e.g. Southern Television) opened transmissions with a film of
pieasant scenes in their coverage area, accompanied by speciallymmposed music. In most cases _
{cerminhr in the case of Southern Rhapsody}, the music ran longer than the film.

So, given that the scenic views were played at the end of the music, what visual image
started the musical sequence? And when the film faded out, exactly what did it fade to? In the
case of Southern, it had been suggested that the music started off as a background to the
transmitter tuning signal, but if that was originated at the transmitter, it would have required
human intervention and very accurate timing to switch to the studio output (Le. the film} at the
right moment. Furthermore, it would be difficult to achieve this without momentary picture
break—up. But someone must know!

IRISH TRADE TESTS

Does anyone recall seeing trade test transmissions with regional opt-outs on BBC in Northern
Ireland during the Test Card C and D days? I am curious to know what music and test cards are
used in the republic by RTE today- fiohn Fox].

Can anyone remember the format of RTE test transmissions say during the Issue Did they play
albums might through or did they, like the ITA, cut to tone after 33 minutes? ME}.

Answers to the editor pfeose!

CRT DATA

0n the next few pages we reproduce what we hope is a handy reference guide to television
picture tubes. The chart is by Geoff Arnoid of Radio Bygones, while the other data is
reproduced with acknowledgemem to the original manufacturers.
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CATHUDE nay TUBE ITYPE
TUBES

Mullard cathode ray tubes are normally registered with Pro-Electron. The typeowed by two sets of figures ending with
number consists of a single letter follone or two letters.
The first letter indicates the primary application o f  the tube:

— te levis ion d isp lay  t ube  for domes t i c  app l i ca t ions .-— oscilloscope tube—single trace.-— osc i l l oscope  tube—mul t ip te  t race.— radar display tube—direct viewing.d i sp lay  s to rage  tube .
— professional television or display tube {except radar}—di rec t  v iewing.
— professional display tube—projection.— flying spot scanner. -

D
'D

g
fl '

a
}

l

The  fi rs t  g roup  of  figu res  ind icates t he  d iameter  o r  d iagona l  o f  t he  l um ines -cen t  screen i n  cm:
Thus  7 represents  a Tcm {Sin} sc reen .

13  represents  a 13cm {Sin} screen.It? rep resen ts  a d i cm {19in} sc reen .
59 r ep resen ts  a 59cm {23in} screen.

The  second group of  figures is  a two- or three-figure serial numberindicating a particular design or development.
The  second  g roup  o f  le t ters  ind ica tes  t he  p roper t i es  of  t he  phospho r  screen.

The  fi r s t  le t ter  deno tes  t he  co lou r  o f  t he  fluo rescence  {o r  phospho res -cence in the case of long or very long afterglow screens} accordrng tothe regions of the Helly Chart of Colour Designations for Lights. whereapp l i cab le :
A —— fiendish-purple, purple, bluish-purple-B — Purptish-bloe. blue, greenish-blue.D -— Bluegreen.j G — Bluisb—green. greenF yellowish—green.I'E — ‘fellow-green. -
L — Orange. orange-pink- _Fl — Hedd ish -o range .  red1 pinlr.  purp l i sh-p ink .  purp l ish-red.red-purple.
W — White.
I — Tri-colour screen.
"I" — l [G reen i sh -ye l l ow .  yellow. yellowish-orange.

The  second le t te r  is a serial letter to denote particular phusflhflrf- F”
the 'standard' television picture tube phosphors. the letters “W and' l t '  a re  used  w i t hou t  a second  letter. The  cu r ren t  Mu l l a rd  phospho rs  a rel i s ted  overleaf-

An  in terna l  grat icule is indicated by a two~figure sufiix sEPaFamd “9"“  thefinal letter by an oblique stroke. for example. DiE-dfiflEHlflt.
Examples :

Adi—25W Domestic television picture tube with ltifcrrt {19in} sc reefi i h
DT-1QDE-H Single trace oscilloscope tube having Tcrh SCFEE“ 1"“

phospho r  ‘EH '

NOVEMBER 1961' w or: HT-TTNJ Faun  1

HOHEHCLATURE
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TUBE TYPE

NOMENCLATURE

CATHODE RAY

TUBES

OLD SVSTEM
Some earlier cathode ray tubes have type numbers consisting of two letters
followed by two sets of figures.
The first letter. indicates the method of deflection and focusing:

A Electrostatic focusing, magnetic deflection-
D Electrostatic focusing and deflection.
M Magnetic focusing and deflection-

The  second letter indicates a particular phosphor. Letters in use are listed
below.

The first group of figures immediately following the letters. i nd ica tes  thediameter or diagonal of the luminescent screen in cm.
The  second group of figures is a serial number indicating a particulardesign or development.
Examples:

AW53-BB Cathode ray tube of 53cm screen diagonal having a ‘Vlt'
phosphor  and employing magnetic deflection and electro-
static focusing.

HHS—91 Cathode ray tube of 3cm screen diameter having an ‘H'
phosphor  and  employing electrostatic deflection andfocusing.

DESIGNATION OF  MULLARD PHOSPHORS
Pro- EquivalentElectron Old Fluorescent Phosohorescent Persistence JEOECdesignation system colour colour designa-

tronBA C Purplish-blue —-— Very short —BC V Purplish-blue -— Killed ——BE) A Blue ~— Very short —-BE B Blue Blue Medium short P11BF U Blue —— Medium short——GB M Purplish-blue Vellowish-green Long P32GE H Green Green Short PE-tGH H Green Green Medium short P31Gd G 't'ellowish-green 1 fe l low ish—green  Medium P1Gh'. 6 *  ‘leliowish-green Veilowish-green Medium —-GL M Vellowish-green Veliowis‘n—green Medium short P2GM P Purplish-hlue ‘t'ellowish—green Long PTGN J Blue Green _ Medium short ——
[Infra-red excited] {fluorescence}GP —— Biuish—green Green Medium short P2it A — Yellow-g reen Yelfo w—g reen Medium PEI]LA D Orange Orange Medium -—LB E Orange Orange Long ~—-LC F Orange Orange ___Very Long -—Li] L Orange Orange Very Long P33W W White —— —— P4I I Tri—colour screen -— -— P22VA ‘1" ‘ ler lowish-orange‘ fe l lowish-orange Med ium

*Used in projection tubes.

1- {-1

NOVEMBER 1951' [C  BT-TTH] Page it
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EE-

moimenaTunes
TELEVIS ION P ICTU HE TUBES

‘lwo woe nomenclature systems are currently- in use for MAEDA Picture Tubes Where
apptieable. tubes are now dua l  b randed  'lr'r'lIi'I bo th  MAEDA and  European woe  numbers

E-Q-  CME1SUBIAdL1  aw

MhIDA SYSTEM
Televrsmn were orcture tubes are des ignated  by  a letter
classification fo l lowed by a number .

e.g. CMEED13 fi

Let ters
CME industries 3 monochrome lube  hat-mg

magnetrc deflectron and electrostatic focus
Cfii'lll indicates a monochrome tube harnng

magnetic deflection and focus
ETA Indrcales a tube to :  eolour televiston dis-

p lay .  {Not  now in use for new tubes}

Numbers
The first part o l  the type number is used to rdentrltr
the Size of the picture tube measured In inches
For round tubes the numbEI indicates the overall
drameler of the lace. and to:  rectangular tubes the
overall diagonal of the face ol the to be.
The  second part o f  the  type  number i s  a serial
number to dislinguish tubes in the same size group-

Suff ix  Let ter  .

A or  B .  elr:.. may  be added in order to  indicate a tube
with m-odrlred features as for example a noted
front face as  compared to  retreat. glass. o r  I h rghEr

vol tage  ratings-
5 or Ft indicates the type of Sushi-guard base Irtted

412-5 ALIVE Issue 12

EUHDPEhH S‘t’STEM
The  l‘r'DE nomenclature  consists o fone  letter and  number
jorned by a hyphen to a number and a hoot letter, eg.
1150-1 IDWIH
F i rs t  le t ter

The  first letter "A" indicates a Telewsaon ca thode
ray tube for entertainment applreatrons

F i rs t  Number
Th is  first number rndrcates the  l aceo la te  drmensrons
in cm. For rectangular sueens the laceplate dlegonal
and  for round screens the drameter
1!? Represents a El?  cm [19  In }  I aeep la te
50  Represenls a 5i] em {20  in  J facets-fate
5'5 Represents e 59 em {33 rn _] facesttate
E1  Represents a E51 em {Eat in  t l acep la te

Second Number
Thrs second number rs a serial number rndieatrng a
particular dESLQn or development

Final Letter
The final letter Indicates the prooertres of the phos-
phor  screen For teietrrsron cathode ray tubes  truth
a whr te  phosp-Dr “"r"r"' w i l l  be  used and  fur tr'r-
phosphor  screens ": t"  t l  be used.
Nate: Formerly the  leller rndrcellng the  screen
properties ldllorrrred the  initial letter

Suf f i x  Let ter
5 or Ft after an  obl ique strolre indicates the type o f
Sparkguard base frtled

Page 51



RECORDING NOTES

VIDEO

We have some resourceful folk among us, so if you need - or can offer - help with oid
video tape standards. please drop your editor a line (7| Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 EPH)
or ring 06:04—34“ 3G.

AUDIO TRANSCRIPHOH

0n the subject of audio recordings, Paul Sawteil is extremely well equipped to convert
reel-to-reel recordings to compact cassette and has offered to help out readers. He  can
handle full, half or quarter track material at any speed from | THE to IE inches per
second. Charges by negotiation: write to him [with SHE} at 20 Seymour Road,
Wollescote, Stowbridge, West Midlands, DY9 8TB. -

Brian Renforth can also handle half or quarter track open reel to cassette at either I TIE, 3 3134
or F'fz i.p.s. up to 23'" reels in mono only. Sen-ti tapes and postage to Brian Renforth. i?4 Helmsley
Road, Sandy‘lord, Newcastle upon Tyne, NEE IRD. Recorded delivery may be safer.
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. . . . .

THE NATIONAL PUBLICATION
FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS

. I a 1 a I

1 _.  ' . . OF OLD RADIOS AND RELATED ITEMS
uni -u :  u

-- PUBLISHED MONTHLY
15 Published by John V. Torrey. P.O. Box 2 .  Carlislc. MA 011741

Antique radio’s largest-circulation monthly magazine

5000+ subscribers!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
Only $1 1 for a 6-month Trial

A typical 76-page monthly issue includes:
. SOD-plus Classified Ads
. Advertising for Services 8: Hard-to-Flml Parts
- Informative Articles such as Company Histories.

Value Guides. Auction Reports. How—To. Photo
Reviews. Hints 8: Tips. Coming Events

A Sampling of the collecting areas covered:
- 20's Battery Sets - 50's Plastic Radios - Horns 8: Speakers
- Crystal Sets - Television I Telegraph Gear
- Wireless Gear . - Spark trs . Advertising
. Cathedrals - Early Tube trs - Novelties
. Tombstones - Comm. Receivers . Books. Magazines. etc.
- Classic Radios - Tubes - Etc.. etc.. etc.

EE Yes, I want to subscribe to Antique Radio Classified! ' J1 l 1
El Name Call E"
El Address |

City State Zip E
Telephone "’ ' E

E III New [I Renewal: SUB#: EXP: Early:
__ $11.00 E-months, by 2nd class mail Fungi... m...

E __ $20.00 12-months, by 2nd class mail; _ $40.00 25—months cm: m- {as EE
__ $30.00 12-months. by tst class mail; __ $60.00 25-months "as;”fish”.1:T531” m‘ !E

E _ __  Dfl'lfil': ' __ Omar Fenian: $50!". lair] EE

E Make checks payable to A.FI.C. Mall to and, ac. Box 2. Carllsle, MA 01 1'41 W= W— :E

VISA MC Card No. . Exp:

Paid:$___ By (ch ack} {cash]{Charga} 1 at issue: For ARC:
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15:}? STA NDA RDS CONVERSION OF FOREIGN "
VIDEO RECORDINGS

_ 25:: Between NTSC (USA, Japan, Etc.) and PAL
"’5; (UK, Europe, Etc.) and SECAIIII (France,

RussIa, MIddIe East, Eta). We use a SneII 8x
WIIooIr DIgItaI Converter wItII IItted VIC Ior
Super VHS and III—8. AIso we do Standard VHS

"3' I3 Speeds NTSC} lIRS-C, Standard 8mm,
Retamax, U-Matfo SP and Retaoam SP Ionnats.
NTSC CAMCORDERS {USA System}!
IAvaIIabIe for hIre (HI—8 and Super VHS).
VIDEO TA PE COP'I’ING AND DUPLICA TION

-j;j-_ OAII formats as above pIus PIIIIIps t500 a1II'Ideo 2000.
'- OSmaII dupIIcatIon runs In PAL, NTSC or

SECAM
- TRANSFER TQ II'IDEQ VIA AERIAL IMAQE

MULRPLEXERS
OCIne FIIn'I sound or sIIent 16mm Super
8mm Standard 8mm and 0. 5mm.
.35mnI sIIdes usIng Two Projector DIssoIIre

'_.._ System Photographs (NegaIIIIes or PIInts)
PHOTOGRA PI-IIC PRINTS OR SLIDES FROMIAny VIdeo Image. 'IAny FIIm sIngIe frame.

_ VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
.Cameras 3: TIrne Lapse VTR avaIIabIe for hIre
ARCHIVE FILLILLIBRARY AND SLIDES

_ .State your requIreInents.

PLATO :IIIDEO
(Incorporating VisueI Image PreduetIen)

70 Richmond Hill,”
Bournemouth 3H2 EJA IPLATUIIBEO

Telephone 0202 - 554332310355



THE LEJ‘LDING MAGflZINE FOR AL}. VINTAGE RADIO ENTHUSIASTS

The  Radiophile

SERVICING " RESTORATION ‘ DISCUSSION
NDSThLGlh " CDNSTRUCHDNAL PROJECTS

ENTRODUCING THE RADIOPHILE.
As a radio enthusiast, you may already have heard something of our magazine.‘H'rrhy not sample i t  {or yourself? We believe that you will agree with our readers that i t  isby far the best of the publications dealing with vintage radio with its authoritative yetfriendly articles and its devotion to the "feel" of the period i t  deals with. i'firi' .t'r HoraEmilie roof: 'mqeaaioe urhir memfircsopmfihhfappeafi
The Editor, Chas.E.Miller. has been engaged profusionally in radio work since1948 and in [itchnical journalism since the early 19min His book A Pramk'afflana’domi' ofthin-- Radio Rqoari- ls the definitive work on the subject. file various writers whocontribute are also well qualified in their fields and provide a valuable store of information{or-the readers. The Radiophile also offers its subscribers a service that is unmatchedelsewhere: its large library of  service sheets and manuals covers a lost range ofrnodels andLl'IES-c an: available as photo-copies at very reasonable prices - typically half or less thosecharged by specialist firms. The book department has on offer hundreds of volumesdealing with vintage radio and allied subjects. In addition readers may place smalladvertisements free of charge. The Friends of The Radiophile, an informal association.operates 'get-togcthcrs' every six months at  which readers meat to buy, sell or  exchangeequipment - and chat - in a 'hiendly, relaxed atmosphere markedly difierent from othersunh functions. Full details of forthcoming events are given in the magazine.ht present a sis-issue subscription to The Radiophile costs just £15.i Do yourselfa iamur by sending off your subscription now so that you will miss no more issues! «if you +would like to see a specimen copy first, to show you what you have been missing. ‘ sendjust £2.5fl. All back numbers are available at a cost of £2.50 each. including postage.Special rates will be quoted for large quantifies.

Our telephone number is (ii-'35 234696. I t  is manned from {1900 - 13130 and 14GB -13300 Honda y to Friday; an answering machine is usually available at other times.'U'l-I and Eire, surface mail. Overseas, surface mail, £21 for sis: issues.
The audiophile, 'Larkhfil", Newport Road. Woodseaves, Stafford, smarts.
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IF YOUR WT 1N COMMUNICATIONS EXIENDS 'IO
WIRELESS OF DAYS GONE BY, YOU SHOULD BE READING

ammo)
D YGONES

I Whether that interest is  in domestic radio and TV or in amateur radio. in
military. aviation or marine communications. in broadcasting. or in commercial
radio systems fixed or mobile. RADIO BYGONES is the magazine for you.
I Articles on restoration and repair1 history. circuit techniques, personalities.
reminiscences and just plain nostalgia -— you‘ll find them all. Plus features on
museums and private collections. with colour photographs of some of their most
interesting exhibits.

I Covering developments from the days of Hertz, Maxwell and Marconi to
the recent past, RADIO BYGONES is edited by Geoff Arnold GSGSR, who
is also Editor of Moreno: Mngmficat, the quarterly magazine for Morse enthusiasts.
I RADIO BYGONES is published six times a year. A subscription costs
£1100 for one year by post to UK addresses. or £13.00 to overseas addresses
bysmfaeemaiLAirmailratescanbequotedomequesL

I If you would like to see a sample copy, send £3.00 [£3.20 overseas} to
the publishers at the address below. RADIO BYGONES is not available
atmnwmgmus

I Please send payment by cheque or postal order to the Publishers at the
address below. (Oyerseas remittances must be in Sterling. payable in the UK.
{liequesmustbedrawntmalmmmcleanng bank).

Payment from the UK or overseas by AcceSSJ'EurocaIdfMastereard or Elisa is
alsoweleome: please mioteyourcardnumberamiexpiry date. amlyourfullname.

G c Arnold Partners, 9 Wefllerby Close,
as... ‘ Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8J3, England _:A Telephone: 0202 653474 "-5;—
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CHEVET BOOK SUPPLIES
15? DICKSON ROAD. BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

TEL: {0253} 751858

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS AND TELEEISEON BOOK LISTING
Published regularly, containing hundreds of  out-of—print, old and collectible wireless andtelevision hooks and magazines. -

Send four first class stamps for next copy or £2.25 for next four issues.

TELEVISION AND WIRELESS SERVICE SHEETS AND MANUALS
Thousands in stock from 1930s to 19805. SAE with enquiries please.

I BRITISH TELEVISION, THE FORMATIVE YEARS by Prof. R.W. Burns. Specialj purchase of an out-of-print book on early television 1929-1939. Sponsored by IEE History oftechnology in association with the Science Museum. 488 pa es, well illustrated- A highlycollectible item, based on written primary source material.  invaluable addit ion to theliterature on the subiect. Published at £52, our price £45 including p&p.

EARLY WIRELESS by A. Constable. This excellent book retraces the paths o f  historyI which culminated in the final appearance of the wireless seL Many early sets are illustrated-Much information is provided for the wireless historian. 16? pages, includes half tones.Laminated boards. Brand new £8.50, p&p £1.5fl.

CLANDESTINE 1|l‘ll'lllRII‘ARE. James Ladd and Keith Melton. This interesting andinformative book studies the weapons and equipment employed by the SUE and 035during World War II. Includes a chapter on radio communications equipment, with photosof transceivers, etc. With a chapter on collecting military and industrial intelligence,selection and training, and sabotage. Brand new. Published £14.95, our price £9.95 plus! £1.25 p&p.

SCOOP PURCHASE THE AUTHORISED BIOGRAPHY OF SIR BERNARD LOVELL.The man responsible for J odrell Bank. Contains detailed chapters on the development ofwartime radar, including HES and various centimetric equipment. 320 large format pages.A must for those interested in the development of radar and radio astronomy. Many illus. Abig book. BRAND NEW £8.25 pdzp £135. .

VINTAGE VALVE LISTING

A listing of hundreds of unusedfnew valves of all types 1925 - 1935, including most televisionvalves. AE for list with your requirements. _
Access and Barclaycard taken. Telephone orders accepted.
{lil’n're go Dept. E, CHEVET BOOKS, 15']r Dickson Road, Blackpool, FYI ZEU. Telephone253- 5135 . ‘



MARKET PLACE

This is the area for buying and selling all kinds ofthings to do with television. new or old.

Want to ioin in? Then send us your advertisement: there is no charge, although if space is
short we may have to "prune" out the least relevant adverts or hold them over until next time.

Advertisements are normally inserted for two issues: please indicate ifyou wish your ad.
to run longer. There's no extra charge but we try to avoid repeating “stale" material.

Traders are also welcome here but we do require people who are commercial dealers to
state this in their advertisements. The letter {T} at the end of an advertisement indicates that the
advertisement is "trade".

Test cardmusicissubiectto thesamemlesofcopyrightasother recordedworks audit
is unlawful to sell amateur or professional recordings of same. 405 Alive will not accept any
advertisements from persons engaged in this activity-

Alsoplease note that wedonotacceptanyresponsibility fordealingsresulting fromthese
advertisements, which are published in good faith. Replicas and reproductions may be difficult to
identify. so beware of any items "of doubtful origin‘Ir and assure yourself of the authenticity of
anythingyou proposewing. And tryto havefim. afterall it’sonlyahobby!

We have had a number of ads requesting 495 line recordings and circuit diagrams for
standards converters and Band I modulators - why haven't we printed tl'temlr Wefl. the ads for
videotape recordings were getting out of hand and there was no response to our idea of a
clearing house. Building a standards converter is a maior undertaldng (parts are likely to cost
£390 minimum} but one our members who has built one is now working on a set of printed
circuit boards and parts lists. 1Watch this space! And two designs for modulators have been
published in Television magazine - see issue i of 405 Alive. pages ill! l l . We can supply
photocopies at llJp a page.

Please note that we are not in a position to supply circuit diagrams. service sheets or
other information on equipment. For this you need to read the small advertisements below and
those published each month in Television magazine. But we wfl also print requests lor help in this
section of the newsletter. Host valves and other components are not hard to find: we
recommend Billington Vaives {04034 i0?29}, Kenzen {02 l 446 4346}. Wilson Valves
(045?5~6l l4] and PM Components {04T4—56051li. For hard—to-find transistors we have heard
of AQL Technology [0252-34] F l  1} The Semiconductor Archives {OBI-69! T9108) and
Vectis Components Ltd. [0?05~669885}. 1ii'iiluuld you like to recommend other firms? if you
think a firm gives good service please td us all!

1'i'lll'ilTifltGE TVs, radios and testgear
repaired and restored. Personal attention
to every iob and moderate prices. Estimates
without obligation - deal with an enthusiast!
{EMS and BATE member] Pleese include
SAE with all enquiries - thanks. Dave
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Higginson, 23  High Street, Histerton.
Doncaster, Yorke. DNH} 4BU- (T). Tel:
{142? - 3901'68. '

Foe SALE: valves for your 405 line Tv
{and other ecaaprnent} can be obtained from
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Kenzen, Unit 9', Ill-20 George Street,
Balsa“ Heath, BIRMINGHAM E l }  995.
Send SAE for quotation by return or
telephone 02l-446 4346 o r  fax {new
number — please note} 021—446 4245. Many
thousands of new, boxed valves at
unbeatable prices. We can also supply
components, e.g. "spot-tip-body“ colour
coded resistors, wirewound resistors,

EHT capacitorsetc. etc. Said for
our latest 26 page catalogue of goodies -
only £ l  plus A4 size SAE with 32p stamp
please. interesting items available now
include: es-IBA UHF television transmitter
{parts oi), about ”2 tonne clear-BBC video
and audio equipment (mostly i9“ rack
mounting} and lots of 19' video monitors.
Callers welcome but please telephone the
warehouse festfl')

FOR SALE: Printed circuit board for David
Looser's design of Band I modulator. Size
l60 r. 100 mm, undrilled. £ l0  including post
and packing. Dave Boynes, [2  The Garth,
Wmlaton, Blaydon, NE2l 6DD. Tel: 09l-4l4
4?5l .

FOR SALE: I have a new slide-to-video
oorwerter,whichmeanslneedtosdmyoid
one. Tamron Fotoviit lll slide and photo
negative to video converter with 3:: zoom
lens for selective and magnification
of Images. Absolutely as—new condition.
complete with all accessories and
paperwork as supplied. Costs about £499 in
the shops. sao-ilice at £199 — act fast!
* Illuminated diascope fori. 0. camera new
condition. with for lamp. Slides
ontolem.taltes1:vro2"xl"slides {latternot
supplied but may be available at cost}. £50
or swap.
' Did copies of the Radio Times, pages a
bit yellow and brittle round the edges but

with a! radio 6. l LS6
and l6.l2.49 {North of England editim]. £5
each including postage. Andy Emmerson
GBPTH, i'l Falcutt Way, Northampton.
NN2 BPl-l.

FOR SALE: Parts to make your own
modulator. Rediiiusion modulator cans,
modified - youneedapair for sound-and
vision. £ [0 a pair, data supplied (only three
pairs available}. Crystals for channel Bl, par
of sound 3: vision £ [ 2  {only two pairs
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available}. Black plastic case (two available}
£3. All prices include inland postage.
Because quantifies are limited please order
soon and either ring first to check availabifity
or send SAE for return of your cheque if
sold out. Andy Emmerson, T l  Falcutt Way,
Northampton, NN2  EPH. Tele:  0604-
844l30.

FOR SALE: Considerable amount of
equipment including Advance 405l625
standard W 1F Generator, AVG electronic
test meter, Hartley dual beam scope.
Cossor339duaibeamscope,partsofWW2
radar indicator, electrolytic condenser
testerlreiormer, Harconi-Ekco TF l44F
signal generator plus spares, IE'Jossor W405
sig. gen. , Solartron C05 I 8 scope,
waveform generator 14053 {l9505}, pre-
war Taylor valve tester, i‘ltrphy V240, RED
60I4l'3T, Shibaden l6" reel-to—reel video
recorder, tapes, plus various 305!405I50s
radios and lots more. Some items are from
the now demolished Decca factory. Most
have been stored untouched due to lack of
time. Sensible prices. Phone me, Alastair
jones, at work on Shrewsbtn'y 0?43-23239l
for pricesicondition.

FOR SALE: Bush DAC90A bakelite radio,
goodextemalconditionmoknobsorvalves.
lF transformer missing. ofl'ers. HM‘vr 445 and
companion VHF adapter, HHV l252
working £50. Ring Alan on 0424—5930133
{East Samson).

FOR SALE: Pye 405 line industrial camera
{no lens) widi large valved CCU, mauve-Wight
blue colour scheme. Not working. Open to
offers. WANTED: 2“ x 2" slide of Test Card
C: Mcl‘dichael HP”  or MPIB miserable
TV. Chris Field. 26 Brookdale Road,
Wedth'lgton, Nuneaton, Warks, CH 1 0 05F.

— Tele: 0203-3268112.

FREE - YOURAD COULD BE HERE
There's no charge at all if you're a

INTERESTED in telephones and
telegrapl-Is! The Telecorn Heritage Group is
for you then, with four magazines and a
swapmeet a year. Send SAE to THE, EU.
Box 499, Bishopbriggs, Glasgow, G64 31R.
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WANTED: I am looking for examples of
early colour TVs. especially dual-standard
M1, Murphy. Thorn. Pye or Decca models.
Anything unusual would he of particular
interest. I am also seeking examples of two
early post-war GEC models. 317091 and
BT214T. and of course anything pre-war
(isn't everyone?!?}. My telephone number is
Coddenham I344?I Til-366. Mike King.
Crowlield Cottage. Stone Street. Crowfield.
Ipswich. Suffolk. IP6 9TA.

WANTED: Mirror-lid TV. any condition
considered. Details and price to  Barrie
Portas. 4 Summerfield Avenue. Waltham.
Grimsby. 0N3? fit. Tel: NIH-324839.

WANTED: buyfborrowiswap old TV
programmes on Ibmm film. I'm gradually
building up an interesting archive! Andy
Emmerson. T l  Falcutt 1|ill-fay. Northampton.
NM! BPH. 0604-344 l3l}.

WANTED: Peto—Scott B“ vision monitor (c.
IQED-ish}; Basic Television part 2 {Technical
Press). Andy Emmerson. Tl Falcutt Way.
Northampton. MHZ BPH (tel: 0604 -
B44l3fl‘}.

WANTED: Who wants to sell me a pre-
war TV set? I can oiier in exchange a
Teiehor Nipkow disc set of I932. I prefer a
table top set. I also wish to buy the (SEC 9"
television and radio receiver from l94?
{SETMAKERS page 313?]. I offer a good price
for a good set {not a ridicuious price. I am
still a collector). Rodi Siilen. Limberg 3 | .  B-
2230 HERSELT. Belgium. Tel: fi lfl  32 I4—
546389.

WANTED: Pre—war TV. any make. any
condition. Pye EIoT. CRTs 3f3. 3H6 and
3.“ . I can collect. Pro-war books on TV.
Data on Ekco TKITS. Please help me with
standards conversion [615->4DS andl‘or
ISIS—>8”). If you have a Philips 663A or
know of it. please exchange findings with
me- Offered: help with documentation.
Some crystals 4L5HHI at cost {£13 each plus
postage. or l can bring them to  a
swapmeet}. jac janssen. Hoge Ham l ”d.
SIMJD DONGEN. The Netherlands. Tel.
{evenings} from UK: fill} 3 |  I613-IBlSB.
Thanks!
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WANTED:  Pye V4 or VT4 TV. Pye
broadcast equipment. the mauve and light
blue valve type. Vfl'iat have you? information
on the Pye Broadcast Staticon camera. type
1|3l} DEV. Need manual. lenses. any info.
Michael Bond. OHS-53998.

WANTED: old ATV Television Show
Books. number 1 and up. Also wanted
lontm opt. sound ATV logo. starts. l"'lr DJIV.
Probert. lGWoden Road East. Wednesbury.
West Midlands. W5!!! ORG.

WANTED:  ITV year books from first
edition {7: | 961) to the last. Aho printsfslides
of test cardsftuning signals used by the
BBCHTA. Malcolm O'Nei l l .  Bf} Welbeck
Road. Carshalton. Surrey. SM5 ITA.

WANTED: The Authority's Transmitters (an
early ITV publication} and BBC television
publicity handouts of the l95lls and fills.
Andy Emmerson. F l  Falcutt Way.
Northampton. NH! BPH.

WANTED: I{IliLD CAMERA TUBES and
similar imaging devices of various types and
age (and related data. etc.) sought for _
historic {l} collection. Particularly welcome
would be an Orthicon. EHl 933 i  vidicons.
an Ebitron. an Image lsocon or a LS"
vidicon. Tubes that are not operable are
suitable. so if you replace tubes in cameras
please don't throw the old ones away but
contact Peter Delaney. 6 East View Close.
Wargrave. Berks. RGI El BB] (tel: Wargrave
UT34~403l2|).

WANTED: Any 405 line video tape VHS or
Betamait and any highly qualified electronic
technician to make me a modulator to put
sound and vision on old set. ]. Pinner. BB
Macaulay Avenue. Great Shelford.
Cambridge. C32 SAF. ‘

WANTED: 4054525 system switch slider
for Thorn I400 chassis {scrap chassis wiil
do]. Also new CRT type A59 ESWJS 23"
mono or equivalent {not urgently required
but would be nice to have if ever neededl].
Costs will be met. Write to Brian Renforth.
|T4 Helmsley Road. Sandyford. Newcastle—
upon-TyHE. NEE IRD.
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SWAP: I have user handbooks for the
Cossor models 930T and 934, also Bush
m4 [the last is a bit dog-eared}. I'll be
pleased to swap all three for the Bush m:
instructions {I don't want to sell them). Andy
Emmerson, 0604—84430.

WANTED: Cream rubber mask for VCR9?
tube. Ring Alan on 0424-8930?8.

TELEClNE {standard 8, super 8, 9.5 and
Iii-mm} and 525525 PAUSECAWNTSC
standards conversion work. Personal
service using professional equipment, by a
405 enthusiast at competitive prices. Send
large SAE for full details or describe your
specific requirements. We regret we cannot
handle  405,!625 conversions! Lionel Fynn,
Plato Video, T0 Richmond Hill,
Bournemouth, 8H2 6jA. Tel: 0202-24382.

CALLING ALL DXersl Keep Up to date
with Teierodio News, the only magazine for
dedicated enthusiasts. Six issues a year cost
you just 5.50 post paid, so send your name
and address with a cheque made out to H5
PUBLICATIONS, T Epping Close, Derby,
DE3 Iii-ill.

AND IF  YOU'RE AFTER THE VERY
LATEST INFO ON SATELLITE
TE LEVISION ... you should be reading
Transponder, the definitive subscription
newsletter. For details ring 0270-580099 or
send SAE to Transponder, P.0. Box l I2,
Crewe, Chesl'iire, m TDS. '

RECOMMENDED SHOP:  J. 3: N -  Bull
Electrical, 250 Portland Road, Hove, Sussex
has old W servicing equipment from time to
time, also obsolete and spare parts at
reasonable prices - Albeit Pritd'Iard.

HOHI  - THE  1WOI ‘ ILLD 'S  HOST
EXCITING CINEMA AND TELEVISION
MUSEUM.  South Bank, London SEI .  Tel
DIN—928 3535 {switchboard} or 0T l -40 l
2636 {recorded information line).

NOTHING to do with vintage TV but if
you are interested in the 'alternative" video
and independent TV production scene, you
may care to read Independent Media, a thick
monthly magazine costing i | .25- Full details
from Independent Media, if Campbell Court,
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Bramley, Basingstoke, Hants., RG26 EEG.
Telephone 0256 - 882032.

ON THE AIR 1'Iillintage Solnd and Vision is a
new venue for vintage broadcasting
enthusiasts. Situated in Chester's major
antiques centre, ON THE AIR has a
constantly changing stock of vintage wireless,
television and related items. Please write
{enclosing SAE} or phone for further details
and to ensure personal attention before
calling. Open Monday to Saturday £0.00 -
5.30. ON THE AIR, Meiody's Antique
Galleries, 32 City Road, Chester. Tel: 0244 -
328968 or 661062.

TEST CARD 1lil'IDEOS FOR SALE: 55
minute video presentation made for the
BATC "The Development of the TV Test
Card". Andrew Emmerson interviews
George Hersee, designer of Test Card F.
Lots of old test oards included.

Also ... "Exotic T'v' ldents" but that is an
understatement. For this tape covers East
Germany, USSR, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Estonia and Romania plus other exotic
locations such as Mongolia, Libya, Algeria,
New York, 'BBC London“ and many west
European countries and sateflite channels. In
all there are over  80 test cards,  station
idents, news programmes and start-of—day
recordings, lasting 49 minutes in all.
Explanatory captions deco-be each segnent
andthe recorfingsweremade on broadcast
equipment in a TV studio ”somewhere in
Eastern Etrope".

Both titles cost £9.99, VHS PAL only. Please
allow I4 days for delivery. Andy Emrnerson,
below.

TELECINE: At last —— an alfordable telecine
service! If you want |6mm films (not other
gauges, sorry} transferred to VHS but
cannot afford the usual charges, how about
giving me a call? You can collecti'deliver and
supply your own tape to save money if you
prefer. Quantity prices are available, too.
Equipment has 430 lines resolution (better
than S-VHSE} and handles optical and
magnetic sound. Ring or send SAE for
detais. Andy Emmerson. GBPTH, T I  Falcutt
1|III‘lIilay, Northampton, NN2 BPH. Tel: 0604-
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34459.

BQDKS! Large new catalogue of second—
hand radio and TV books. Send four first
class stamps for one issue or £2.25 cheque
or postal order for next four issues. Chevet
Books, : 5 }  Dickson Road. Bladtpool. Lance.
F‘I’l IEU. Tel: 0253-15 IESB.

HELP! Can someone lend me a recording
of the BBC 'Wogan" programme made on
24th july l991 {1351: BBC showr from the
Television Theatre}? Peter Matthews.
Cantone del flare, ?fl Speedwell Road,
Cold-tester, Essex,_C02 EDT. Thanks.
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GOOD HOMES WANTED!

The following items have been offered free of charge or almost free by their generous
owners, though they will doubtless accept small donations ifyou are pleased with
what you get! This latter kind of gesture goes down well since in many instances the
advertisers are not members of our group and are pensioners, widows, etc.. 1"tllt'here no
phone number is given please enclose SHE with your letter, it‘s only fair.

In each case the advertiser has agreed to hold the items for one month from
publication - after then it’s probably the corporation rubbish dump or an antique
shop. You have been warned! '

* Cossor dual standard 4031525 set, 19" screen, beautiful cabinet - unmarked! Peter
Watts, Southall. 081-343 2003. Free but donationfswap not refused.

* KB K‘Vflfififl 1iit"C53 complete,  not working. Ferguson 3321 s ing le  standard 025
complete. two Pye 310, one complete plus spare tube. lilt'l‘lllr 130 cabinet modified to
14" tube. White-Ibbotson projection console cabinet, veneer peeling - ioiner’s delight?
Samweil Hutton motorised wobbulator in pieces. Cossor 1055 ‘scope- Two Cintel
inductance bridges.  Stella Band I channel  1 RF chass is .  Two Pye frame ofp
transformers. Two Pye VT4 line ofp transformers, working? KB Featherweight
dismantled, two tubes and" scan coils. All very low cost or free, you collect [near
Hastings, east Sussex}. Ring Alan on 0424-8930‘l'3.
. *  Ultra Bermuda, 19". Free! Ted Ballinger, Swindon OHS-495091

* Philips 1512 1MICE-(video + RF infout] and many tapes. Gordon Sharpley, Manchester.
Tel. 061448 3031. .

How-To CONTACT 405 ALIVE
We want to hear from YDU! This is your magazine, so please send in your letters,
notes and articles; don't be bashful, other people will be interested in what you're-
doingl As we do this for fun, not profit, we regret that we cannot pay for contributions
but authors are encouraged to retain their copyright and are free to publish their
articles in other publications as well. Send us your advertisements too.

I If at all possible, please TYPE your contributions using a dark, black ribbon.
Elisertables them to be readstraight into the word—processor by a document scanner.

aglc. - _ :_ - ' ' ' '

Contributions on computer disk are'particular-ly welcome and your disk will be
returned. I can handle most variations of IBM PC and CPM disks in 3.5" and 5.25" size
but please process your words as an ASCII or WordStar file. Through the good offices '

' of Radio Bygones, we can handle Amstrad P‘C‘il‘»r and Macintosh disks, but not BBC
format. Ifin doubt please ring first on flfiUWIBD. Thanks. You can now also fax your
letters, ads and articles on 0604-8216473. - - '
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THE BACK PAGE
405 Alive is an indwendent. not-Ior-profitmagazhederoted to the study and preservation of
ddtdmbntedmdoymd’progmmhnstfidbywbsoipfimmlymfiflmshasmcova
whathnmmidsedbymymierorgansamPuflkatbnsmappromdythreemonm
intervals. normally injanuary. AprijulyandOctober. _

Conespawdemiswdomned: write to the ecIitor.AndrewEmrnerson. T l  Falostt Way.
Northarrpton.NNZ EPH. Ifyourlaterisnot'ntended forpublicatimpleaseindieste this clearly.
Afllettmaregamfifiyreoehedandwfllbeadonwhdgedhdienextimdmtm.ifyou
areexpectingareplyyou mustincludeastamped addressed emelope and preferably aIsoyour
telephone number {in case it is quicker to telephone a reply} — thanks.

Editorial policy. We print readers' addresses only in small advertisements or when asked to.
Wewfllalways behappy tofuwardietterstoconuibutorsifpostage is sent.

Advertising rates. Ciassified: free to subscribers. { I  per advertisement for others. Display ads._
using your artwaric £5 per haifpage.

Copyright (c) 1991 by Andrew Errmersonand contributors. EEOE. Wiilst every care is taken
intheproductionofthisnewsletter.theeditoracceptsnoiegalresponsibilityfortheadvicedam
and opinions eiqaressed. Noguaranteeofacwracyisimplied orgirenforthematerial herein. The
oontents of the newsletter are covered by cepyright. Partial reproduction is allowed so longas
die source is quoted.

Exchange publications. You my wish to contact the following allied interest groups {please
send 'SAE with afl enquiries).

BRITiSH WNTAGE 'i'i'IRELESS SOCiE—I'Y: Gerald Weils. liII'ierItage Wireless Museum. 23 Rosendaie
Road, London. SEEI EDS. _

. BRITISH AMATEUR TELEVISION CLUB: Dave Lawton GOANO, Greneiwrst. Pinewood Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks, HPIZ 40D.

_ NARROW BANDWD'I'I-I T‘U' ASSOCLATION: Mr M Reynolds. 6a Coflingbourne Road. London.
W12 '0o ‘ '
TEST CARD CIRCLE: 2 Henderson Row. Edinburgh. EH3 505. . _
IRiSH VINTAGE RADIO 3: SOUND SOCIElT: Vmcent Farrell. 39A Lower Drumcondra Road,
Dublin 9'. ' ' -

We also read and recommend these other specialist publications of interest:
RADIO BYGONES, 9 Wetherby Close. Brosdstone, Dorset, EH l 8  BJE.
THE RADIOPHILE. "Larld'lifi', Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafiord, 5T1!) UMP.
TELERADIO NEWS, '1' Epping Close. Derby. DE3 4HR.

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend's copy — now you can't wait to receive your own copy four
times a year. This is what you do

Said a cheque for £11 {inland}, sterling or Eurocheque for { I 3  {abroad} or made out to
Midshires Hediatech or $25 cash (worId air mail], which will pay for ayear's subscription {four
issues). The address is ?l  FalcuttWay, Normarnpton, NNZ BPH.
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